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ABSTRACT

This report is intended to be a feasibility study instead of a comprehensive one, and also, to act
as a first-source of information for researchers, developers, and mine plant managers. The report
is going to shortly introduce the environmental monitoring in mining industry as a topic, the needs
of Finnish mining industry carried out as a survey, novel measurements for detecting hazardous
components in wastewaters, geodetic information, open data sources, models, mine automation,
decision support, and fault diagnostics. Early warning sensors, real-time monitoring of
wastewaters, forecasting floods, and predicting waste flow directions using geographical maps
and river models have significant potential in future’s Green Mining. Thus, these topics are gone
through to some further extensions. A framework including monitoring, control and diagnostics is
introduced for risk management. Intelligent analysers are the keys in using process and condition
monitoring measurements together with open data to control the process. Environmental
measurements are important in performance analysis and risk identification. Domain expertise is
essential throughout the control and risk analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this study is to assess the best available and upcoming environmental
practices and to build a basis for a completely new environmental monitoring concept for mining
industry. One of the goals of this study is also to research currently available environmental
monitoring tools and technologies. While new environmental directives are becoming stricter, the
pressure in developing better environmental monitoring technologies that can be used in the safe
operation mineral processing has been increasing. It is a well-known fact that dissolved chemicals
and heavy metals in wastewaters pose a significant environmental risk, which is currently delaying
the approval of new mining licenses by authorities in Finland.
This study is focused on waters in mine and surrounding mining area since the problems in
process and leakages can be discovered by monitoring water streams from the mine area.
Waterways are efficient distributors of pollutants into nature and this emphasizes the importance
of early prevention in exceptional situations.
The real motivation behind improving the environmental efficiency of a plant is not only the direct
cost savings by avoiding the fines and time-consuming recovery of damaged natural resources,
but in addition, improving the social license of the company. It has been stated in various sources
that mistrust towards mine companies and risk of accidents have led to unwanted production
stoppages, as in the recent case of the Talvivaara project, for example. During the past, mines
have suffered from the bad reputation as being polluting and unsafe working environments, but
with a safe control of processes, the transparency of operation, and usage of early warning
systems the situation can be improved drastically.
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1

MINING INDUSTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

1.1 Environmental legislation and wastewater monitoring
In Finland, mining operations are regulated by mining law and acts. The main authority supervising
mines is currently the ministry of employment and economy. Before a mine can rightfully extract
minerals, an environmental assessment (EA) must be done by a local centre of the environment
office. Other supervising authorities are the Finnish safety and chemical agency (TUKES),
environmental agencies, and executives of occupational safety and health.
The wastewater that is led to waterways must be monitored regularly. The control schedule and
places are determined in act A 23.11.2006/1022 of the Council of State concerning dangerous
and hazardous substances for the water environment. The harmful substances and compounds
found in waste water in mines are determined case by case in the environmental permit needed
for mining activities. Also the pH value of waste water must be adjusted to the same level as in
the surrounding water system when the waste water is let to the environment.

1.2 The comparison of economic benefits and environmental impacts
The Pellervo Economic Research centre (PTT) published a study about evaluating economic and
environmental impacts of the largest mines in Finland that are still operational. The research was
carried out in 2012 in co-operation of Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) that provided
information about the environmental effects of mining. The assessment of economic benefits was
based on the wages of employees, accounting the number of employees working and their gross
salaries during the lifecycle of the investigated mines. The calculation did not include companies'
profits, investments, revenues from tax etc. The numeric value of environmental impacts was
calculated according to the environmental impact assessments (EIA), which might not correspond
to actual emissions. Unforeseen environmental damage may drastically change the ratio between
the benefits and adverse effects. Table 1 presents the adverse effects of the mining. (Haltia et. al.
2012)

Table 1. The assessed disadvantages of mine operation. (Haltia et. al. 2012) (Translated from
Finnish)
Cost of the adverse effect estimated by this
study

Cost of the adverse effect could not be
determined

Noise disturbances

Metal emissions

Air emissions (traffic and processes)

Chemical emissions

Eutrofication of water bodies

Sulphate emissions

Loss in forest economy

Solid emissions

Berries

Ground water and soil impacts

Local recreational use

Impacts on biodiversity

Carbon emission from soil

Nature tourism

Carbon emission from growing forest

Reindeer husbandry and other means of living

Lost carbon sink of forests

Adverse social effect and risk of accidents

Species endangered due to mining operations
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All the environmental effects could not be assessed due to lack of source information available.
The results, however, seem to be supporting the fact that the economic benefits outweigh the
adverse environmental impacts, assuming that the environmental damage can be kept within the
limits of the given permits (Table 2). Heavy metals possess a significant environmental risk, but
their full effect on the ecosystem is not well-known. (Haltia et. al. 2012)

Table 2. Preliminary examination of benefits of and damages caused by mining projects during the
life cycle of a mine (million euros). The results are based mostly on EIA data. (Haltia et. al. 2012)
Mine

Municipality

Start-up year for Period of
operation
operation

Kevitsa
Kylylahti
Laivakangas*
Länttä*
Pajala-Kolari*
Pampalo*
Sokli*
Suurikuusikko*
Talvivaara*
TOTAL

Sodankylä
Polvijärvi
Raahe
Kokkola
Kolari
Ilomantsi
Savukoski
Kittilä
Sotkamo

2012
2011
2011
?
?
2011
?
2008
2008

20
10
6
10
14
7
20
10
46
4989

Economic
benefits
(million euros)
667
137
46
60
431
66
513
513
2557

Estimated cost of
environmental damage
(million euros)
13-26
5-10
18-36
4-8
10-20
5-10
10-20
10-20
656-803
880-1095**

* Open-cast mine. In some cases, there is also an underground mine in operation or on the drawing board.
**This sum contains an estimate, calculated for the whole mining sector, of the value of species that are endangered due to mining operations.

The total economic benefits of the investigated mines to the national economy of Finland added
up to 5 billion euro while the environmental impacts figures rose up to 873 million euro during their
lifecycle. Of those 873 million euro, 590 million euro were designated for CO2-emissions (20
euro/ton) and 150 million euro for the value of animal species getting endangered because of
operation. This study supports the fact that the benefits of mining operations outweigh the adverse
effects. (Haltia et. al. 2012)
Worth noting is the fact that Talvivaara’s share of the total costs approximated to 648 million euro,
of which 578 million euro were labelled under CO2-emissions. It should also be acknowledged that
the benefits of mining were calculated without estimating profits and that of the long-term
environmental effects (or accidents) resulted from mining are impossible to estimate in a pre-study
phase.

1.3 The different levels of environmental monitoring
Among the most important determinants of water quality at mining sites is the quantity and
characteristics of mine wastes. Mine waste sources and their pathways to receptors are illustrated
in Figure 1. Depending on the type of the operating mine, these may include, for example: the
extraction area (open pit, underground mine), waste rock, dump leach piles, unprocessed lean
ore, tailings, and metallurgical processing waters. The material generated by the mine can be very
large (amassing to tens or hundreds of million tons) while the mining area may cover dozens of
square kilometres. The mine waste drainage can have strong environmental impacts having highly
acidic with very high heavy metal concentrations. However, the quality and quantity of mine waste
drainage depends on the type of the mine and it may take years, decades, or even longer for the
contaminant discharges to develop, and the climatic and seasonal variability may also affect their
concentrations and flow. After the closure of the mine, the possible pollutants remain on the soil
8

for a long time after mining and processing operations have ceased, which might generate
problematic drainage for centuries. Hence, without a proper remediation, mine wastes are
potential sources of contaminants that can adversely impact environmental or human receptors
for a long time. (Maest et. al. 2005)

Figure 1. Conceptual model of a generalized mine site, as given by Maest in (Maest et. al. 2005).

Due to the potentially harmful discharges, mining industry has to monitor and observe the possible
environmental impacts that they are causing (Table 3). According to Section 5 in the
Environmental Protection Act of Finland, operators must have sufficient knowledge of
environmental impact and risks of their activities, and of ways to reduce harmful effects
(knowledge requirement). Operators require an environmental permit for activities that pose a
threat of environmental pollution. The environmental permit demands that the operators must have
a proper plan for monitoring of their emissions and the plan has to be approved by the
environmental authority. In addition to the monitoring obligations, the monitoring plan includes
procedures for the possible exceptional situations. (Kauppila et. al. 2011)
The monitoring at mine sites in Finland may take place as in:
1) monitoring during construction
2) operational monitoring
3) monitoring of the emissions
4) monitoring of the environmental impacts
5) post-closure monitoring
Here, the focus is aimed on the operational monitoring, monitoring of the emissions, and the
monitoring of the environmental impacts in the receptors.
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Table 3. Examples of the monitoring obligations of a mining company. (Kauppila et. al. 2011)

Monitoring of the environmental impacts

Monitoring of the emissions

Physical and chemical quality of the surface waters

Process waters and waste-rock leachate

Biomass and diversity of phytoplankton

Toxicity of the waste waters

Phytoplankton production

Air pollution

Benthic fauna

Noise

Metal concentrations in fish and mushroom*

Waste

Accounting for fisheries
Fishing queries
Electrofishing surveys
The quality of the sediment
The quality of groundwaters
Particles in air
Noise
Vibration
*Lactarius rufus , ant Formica rufa and in the moraine (soil)

1.3.1 Operational monitoring
Operational monitoring is closely linked to the monitoring of the emissions. One difference
between these two is that operational monitoring is conducted by the operator, whereas monitoring
of the emissions is being conducted by a hired consultant. Operational monitoring includes visual
observation, manual sampling, and data collected by the automatic measuring devices. Most of
the operational monitoring is usually voluntary but some of it may be obligatory, being determined
by the environmental permit.
Operational monitoring may include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total production of concentrator from mineral processing and progression of mining
Total consumption of chemicals, fuels, and energy
Total usage of fresh water
Amount of traffic at the mining site
Maintenance and reclamation activities
Size and usage of the waste rock area
Total amount, quality, and the end location of the produced waste
Amount of wastewaters and waters released to the environment
Functioning of the overland flow areas and constructed wetlands
Dates and places for sampling and environmental data collection
Operational time and malfunctions of the dust removal machinery
Observations of dust and noise
Exceptional situations, such as accidents and damages, caused to the environment
Inspections at the mine site
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1.3.2 Emission monitoring
As mentioned earlier, monitoring of the emissions is conducted by a hired consultant who takes
and analyses samples and compiles results for the operator and environmental authorities.
Different types of pollution are being monitored; emissions to water and air, noise and vibration,
and the quantity and quality of wastes. The usual parameters measured from the process
wastewater are the total heavy metal concentrations, pH, sulfate concentration, and nitrogen due
to the usage of explosives. The total toxicity of the wastewater may be tested with photobacterium
test (SFS-EN ISO 11348), green algae test (SFS-EN ISO 8692) and cladoceran test (SFS-EN ISO
6341) (Kauppila et. al. 2011). Sanitary waters are treated in a treatment plant according to the
environmental permit. In general, the determined parameters include temperature, oxygen, pH,
conductivity, CODCr, BOD7, P, N, NH4-N, suspended solids, and fecal coliforms (Kauppila et. al.
2011). The waste fractions formed in the mining operations are to be classified according to the
act 1129/2001 of the Environmental Ministry. The aim is to measure the concentrations of the
potentially harmful substances and neutralization potential of acids in the waste.

1.3.3 Environmental impacts monitoring
The objective of the environmental monitoring is to find out how the mining operations affect the
surrounding environment. Environmental impacts are being monitored in surface waters,
groundwater, and air. The effects of noise and vibration are being monitored as well (Kauppila et.
al. 2011). In addition to the regular monitoring, project surveys may be made to study impacts on
e.g. soil, water, biota, and vegetation, either on a voluntary basis or by order. Naturally, the
purpose of these surveys is to see the possible deterioration of the environment in the surrounding
areas.
Monitoring of surface waters includes physical-chemical monitoring, biological monitoring (species
composition and biomass of phytoplankton, production potential of phytoplankton, benthic fauna,
and metal content of fish), monitoring of fish stocks, and the monitoring of the sediment
composition. The sampling may be conducted according to the instructions given by the
environmental administration (Mäkelä et. al. 1992), or by other standardized methods. The goal is
to measure the specific parameters that have been agreed on the monitoring program. In general,
subjects being measured at mine’s wastewater, surface, and groundwater of the catchment area,
usually contain solid suspended matter, organic matter, nitrogen and phosphorus, chemical
residues (SO4, Ca, Mg, Na, Cl), and trace metals. Furthermore, water hardness, chemical oxygen
demand (CODMn, CODCr), turbidity, colour, and α-chlorophyll may be measured. For metal
sulphide mines, it is recommended to continuously, or at least periodically, measure temperature,
oxygen, oxygen saturation, pH, oxidation-reduction potential (redox), and conductivity. This can
be done either with a multi-sensor instrument in the field or by contrast in the laboratory with
standard laboratory methods (Kauppila et. al. 2011).
Biological quality elements are monitored according to the instructions given by the environmental
authorities (Meissner et. al. 2012). Phytoplankton composition, biomass, and the production
potential are determined. Macroinvertebrate communities are monitored in the littoral and
profundal zones of lakes as well as in the river rapids. The metal concentrations of the fish
intended to human consumption will be measured and fish communities are monitored with fishing
queries and electrofishing surveys. Moreover, sediment quality and thickness can be monitored
as well. The quality and level of groundwater in the catchment area of a mine is being monitored
from the ground water pipes. Other options for these measurements are wells and springs in the
area.
11

1.3.4 Talvivaara incident 2012
In November of 2012, the old saying “false news travel fast” was proven to be painfully accurate
by a major nickel-sulfide producer Talvivaara operating in Sotkamo, Finland. A major leak was
discovered in its wastewater dam containing thousands of cube meters of mineral processing
drainage water rich in heavy metals and sulfides. The information about the spill spread like wildfire
and already within the same day, all major Finnish newspapers were crowded with the images of
greenish water currents flowing out from the factory area.
Despite the harmful effects were considered to remain relatively small (THL 2012), the company
was forced to shut down the enrichment plant and mining due to local people’s demands for further
investigations, hence resulting in production losses and a significant decrease in the company’s
share price in Helsinki Stock Exchange. A company already struggling with the ramp-up of
production and depletion of funding resources, is now on the verge of facing millions of euro in
claims for losses in the value of neighbouring lands and liable to compensate for the damage
inflicted on the natural waters and soil.
The total costs of Talvivaara project’s effects on the environment are revealed in economic
research introduced in Chapter 1.1. Nevertheless, it can be said with certainty that there is an
existing need to improve the environmentally safe monitoring concept for mines. The Talvivaara
accident is a fore-warning that should be heard as a wake-up call reminding us of that the great
ambition is accompanied by greater responsibility.
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2

MINERAL PROCESSING AND WASTEWASTERS

2.1 Process description of mineral processing
Two common excavation types are open pit mining and underground mining. Open pit mining is
usually used as long as possible, because it is cheaper. While advancing deeper, the amount of
ore to minerals rises and there has to be enough area to cover the placement of sediments, hence
the underground mining starts. In many cases, the mining is started as open pit mine while the
underground part is being constructed.

Figure 2. Simplified process flow sheet of mining operations.

The most frequently used method in open pit mining in the Nordic countries is the bench blasting,
where equally flat benches form levels connected with ramps. Benches are formed by blasting
and mining is done one level at the time starting from ground level. Blasting is preplanned and
several variables, such as the amount of explosives, size, placement and the orientation of the
drilling holes, must be considered in order to get uniform grain size and predefined results.
Oversized rocks formed in the blast can be broken by using after blasting or the pneumatic impact
tool. The rock cut is then transported to crushing using wheel loaders and dump trucks. (Hakanpää
& Lappalainen 2009)
The underground mining can be divided into three main types: Unsupported mining methods,
supported mining methods, and caving mining methods. Unsupported mining uses vaulted ceiling
and natural ore body pillars that are left standing in a systematic way. In supported mining the
voids are filled with rock waste to support ceiling and walls. In caving mining the ceiling of void is
collapsed immediately after ore extraction. Methods used in mines are often combinations of these
main classifications. (Hakanpää & Lappalainen 2009)

2.2 Mineral processing
The aim of the mineral processing is to reduce the bulk of ore in such way that the valuable
minerals are separated from waste minerals. This is done because the smelter is usually located
far from the mine and transporting low grade ore would not be economical. Mineral processing
also reduces the running costs of the smelter and reduces metal losses by lowering the amount
of slag and impurities. Mineral processing consists of two main operations: The liberation of the
valuable minerals from waste gangue and concentration of valuables from the gangue. The first
operation is called comminution which includes crushing and grinding when needed. The following
process is called concentration whereas the level of valuable mineral is increased to a feasible
13

level. The simplified process flow sheet is described in Figure 2 and a more complex one in Figure
3. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)

.
Figure 3. Process flow sheet of Kittilä Gold mine. (Agnico Eagle)

2.3 Comminution

2.3.1 Crushing
The crushing of ore is required in order to get right particle size for grinding and separating
minerals from gangue. Crushing mechanisms are compression or impact. Compression is done
by two metallic surfaces pressing rock until it crushes. The impact of impact crushing is done by
a hammer rotating in high speed. Crushing usually requires two or three phases to get the particle
size of approximately 1 cm. The crushing circuit requires screens between the stages to remove
fines and recycle the too coarse material. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)
The primary crushing stage uses jaw crushers and gyratory crushers for harder rock and for softer
rock the roll crushers and impact crushers can be used as well. The pre-crushing is usually located
near the mining site to quickly obtain more transportable ore that is suitable for follow-up treatment.
The secondary crushing normally uses cone crushers for high capacity and low operating costs.
It produces particles suitable for grinding or fine crushing. The fine crushing defines the particle
size using cone crushers or impact crushers. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)

2.3.2 Grinding
In grinding the particles are reduced in size by the impact and abrasion. It can be done dry or in
water suspension by continuous mills. The mission of grinding is to generate as even size
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distribution of the particles as possible. Particles have to be of a right size for concentration to
work efficiently and to minimize the cost of grinding. The product size is controlled with grinding
medium used, the speed of rotation, the nature of the ore feed, and the type of grinding circuit
used. In many of the cases, grinding is the greatest energy consumer, but is required for the
efficient separation of the minerals. Too much grinding can lead to very fine untreatable slime
particles that are lost into the tailings. That is why grinding is an optimization problem between the
high-grade concentrates, operating costs, and losses of fine minerals. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)
Mills are generally tumbling mills with moving body to move particles or stirred mills with the
internal stirrer for particle moving. Tumbling mills are typically used in coarse grinding and have
steel rods, balls, or rock (autogenous mills) as a grinding medium. Stirred mills have a stirrer
consisting of a central shaft with pins or discs attached and it is used to grind fine and ultra-fine
material. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)

2.4 Concentration
The object of concentration is to recover as much of the wanted minerals from tailings as possible
without collecting gangue minerals to the concentrate. The recovery of concentration in metallic
ore is the percentage of total metal contained in the concentrate from the ore. With non-metallic
ore, it refers to the percentage of total recovered minerals. The grade refers to the content of the
marketable end product in material. The grade and recovery have an almost inverse relationship
in every concentration process. The concentrate grade and recovery are most widely used
measures assessing the metallurgical performance of the concentration. (Wills & Napier-Munn
2006)

2.4.1 Froth flotation
Froth flotation is the most popular and versatile mineral processing technique. It enables otherwise
uneconomic mining of the low-grade and complex ore bodies. Flotation can be used to separate
specific minerals because of its selectivity. It is based on differences in the surface properties of
the wanted minerals and unwanted gangue. Flotation, which is a physico-chemical process is
comprised from three mechanisms being selective attachment to air bubbles (true flotation),
entrainment in the water which passes through the froth, and physical entrapment between
particles in the froth attached to air bubbles (aggregation). True flotation is the dominant
mechanism for the recovery of valuable minerals but separation is also dependent on the degree
of entrainment and physical entrapment. Entrainment and entrapment can recover both valuable
minerals and gangue, unlike true flotation which is selective to mineral surface properties. Flotation
usually happens in several stages and forms a circuit. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)
When treated with reagents, the surface properties of minerals become apparent and the air
bubble is now able to attach itself to a particle and lift the particle to the water surface. The agitator
is used to generate turbulence in pulp for the increased collision probability of air bubbles and
particles. The flotation works only for fine particles, because the air bubble drops its load if the
adhesion between the air bubble and the particle is lower than the particle weight. The mineral
particles must be a bit water-repellant or hydrophobic for the attachment to occur. Flotation where
valuable minerals are collected into the floating froth fraction is called the direct flotation and when
gangue is separated to the froth the process is called the reverse flotation. (Wills & Napier-Munn
2006)
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The froth phase enhances the selectivity of the flotation process by reducing the recovery of
entrained material to the concentrate stream while retaining the attached material. Most minerals
are not water-repellent and therefore chemical compounds called flotation reagents must be used.
The most important reagents are collectors that make minerals hydrophobic by adsorbing on to
the mineral surface. The frothers are used in forming of stable froth that keeps minerals from
sinking back into pulp. Regulators are used in controlling of the flotation process and they can
activate or depress mineral attachment to air bubbles and also control the pH of the system. (Wills
& Napier-Munn 2006)

2.4.2 Gravity concentration
Gravity concentration can be used to great variety of materials. This simple method is very cost
effective and produces relatively little environmental pollution. Modern gravity methods can be
used efficiently for minerals having particle size in 50 µm range. Gravity concentration can also
be used as a cheap and ecological pre-concentration to aid later treatment stages. Gravity
concentration uses difference in the relative movement of minerals with different specific gravities
to separate them. Water or other viscous fluid can be used as a medium to generate resistance
between different densities and particle sizes. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)

2.4.3 Magnetic and electrical separation
Magnetic separation uses differences in the magnetic properties of minerals. Materials are
classified as diamagnetics that are pushed away from the magnet and paramagnetics that pulled
towards the magnet. Diamagnetic materials cannot be concentrated magnetically unlike
paramagnetic materials that can be separated with high-intensity magnetic separators.
Ferromagnetic materials have iron present in some form and these are a special case of high
paramagnetism. Ferromagnetic materials can be concentrated with low-intensity magnetic
separators. Electrical separation uses the difference in the electrical conductivity of different
materials in the feed. This method has fairly limited use because the feed has to be perfectly dry
and the capacity is very small. (Wills & Napier-Munn 2006)

2.5 Wastewater management

2.5.1 Water sources
The water flowing into mines comes from ground waters, surface waters, and from water used in
mining. The ground water flow usually remains constant but surface water flow can have big
variations due to time of the year, rainfall, and melting of snow. Water used in mining comes from
the water supply system or nearby lake. Open pit mine can also use ground or surface water. The
term “Mine waters” is used to describe any water in mine whether it is ground water or surface
water. Water used to crush and size ore is called mill water. Process water is used in
hydrometallurgical extraction techniques and it contains process chemicals. (Hakanpää &
Lappalainen 2009; Lottermoser 2010)
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2.5.2 Wastewaters
At some stage of the process, the water becomes obsolete and it has to be disposed. This mine
water is generated and disposed in various stages during mining and mineral processing or
metallurgical extraction. Mining water is formed when mine waters come in contact with mine
workings mixing with minerals or metals and undergo compositional modifications. These mining
waters cause more work and increase maintenance costs. Contaminated water has to be clarified
for its release into the environment can be associated with the release of heat, suspended solids,
bases, acids, and dissolved solids like process chemicals, metals, metalloids, radioactive
substances, and salts. These can have negative impact on the environment surrounding the mine
site. The acid mine drainage waters originating from the oxidation of sulfide minerals have the
worst impact on surrounding environment. (Lottermoser 2010)

2.5.3 Treatment
The water is collected and discharged to settling ponds or tailings dams. The underground mine
must have a constant water removal done by pumping water to the surface in order to prevent the
mine from flooding. The flow of water can also be reduced by plugging drilling holes and by building
drainages and dams. Mining slurry consisting of water mixed with solids and fines have to be
cleared before pumping to surface in order to reduce maintenance costs. Water clarification is
done in sedimentation basins near the mining area and the dried slurry can then be used as fillings
in old workings. Mineralogy can have effect on the fine particle behaviour in sedimentation. Some
may form free-settling particles, while fine-sized hydrous oxides may sediment very slowly. Solids
can also form colloid or gel structures in water that hinders the sedimentation. (Hakanpää &
Lappalainen 2009; Lottermoser 2010)
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3

MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES

3.1 Market study: The requirements of mining industry
Measurepolis Development Oy conducted a questionnaire with five different mining companies
with Prometec Solutions Oy, which reviewed the questionnaire answers, and compiled the
analysis of the survey. The summary of the market study with its key findings is explained in the
following chapters. The poll consisted of the following questions:





How the surrounding waters are being measured currently?
What components are being monitored? Who is responsible for the measurements?
What should be measured in the future?
What kind of economic benefits could the adopting online measurements have?

The full world-wide market potential was found difficult to estimate for all of the measurements,
but it was concluded that the online monitoring solutions would have considerably large global
market potential if the measurement devices were used directly in the process decision making
and control, where the measurements would have the most impact on both the process and
wastewaters.

3.1.1 Special interest in heavy metal measurements
New measurements are constantly developed in research projects and some of these methods
have accomplished promising results. The most intriguing technologies under development are
introduced in Chapter 3.2.1, concerning online heavy metal detection in wastewaters.
Laboratory analysis is a conventional method for making periodic measurements on a weekly,
monthly, or yearly basis. The benefit of employing periodic sampling is that it is fairly accurate.
The drawback of periodic sampling is that it is infrequent, and maintaining the laboratory is fairly
expensive. The types and sampling frequencies of periodic environmental measurements
currently used in the environmental monitoring of mines are introduced in the survey rapport.
The mining industry has a special interest in real-time monitoring of trace metals, because in the
event of a leakage an immediate action is required for damage control while even the small
concentrations of heavy metals can be very harmful for sea vegetation and fish. Using infrequent
laboratory analysis makes the early prevention of the hazard virtually impossible. The real-time
measurement of trace metals in natural environment represents a great challenge, since the direct
determination of heavy metals is not always possible because of matrix interferences and very
low concentrations of metal ions. For instance, for monitoring wastewater, a detection limit of 0.1
mg/L is commonly considered sufficient, but it is, with most conventional methods, impossible to
reach. (MoniMineWater report 2011)

3.1.2 Liquid measurements the most significant
Generally speaking, the biggest interest among the mining companies interviewed concentrated
on online measurements in the liquid phase. Unarguably, the online monitoring of process waters
can result in significant cost savings in case they can be used in conjunction with decision making,
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optimizing process parameters, and reducing the reaction time to system faults. Abnormal or
shifting values might include critical information about problems in foaming or leaching enabling
the more well-rounded observation of the enrichment. The measurement positions should be
placed at different stages in the mineral process, process water cycles, and wastewater currents
so that the high-level process management and decision support is more punctual.
If the authorities accept the online measurements as a part of the environmental permit, the market
potential in monitoring natural waters will increase drastically. In order to make this possible, the
online measurement should replace the time-consuming and tedious laboratory measurements
and extensive sample collection rounds around the large surrounding area. If the reliability and
accuracy of these measurements met the required standards, the mining companies would save
both time and resources, and this would also considerably outweigh the cost of purchasing the
online indicator.
The price level of the measuring devices used in the process is notably higher than in the emission
measurements required by the environmental permit standards, because it is not quite clear how
much the adverse environmental effect might cost. However, the attitude and the willingness to
develop the quality control of waters surrounding the mine are at a very positive level. This
supports the fact that further research and development is going to continue in order to develop
practical measuring devices for the wastewaters.

3.1.3 A challenging measuring environment
The rough process and climate conditions set a real challenge to the measuring devices, sampling,
as well as the measuring event itself. Fluctuating climate conditions, such as temperature,
humidity and wind, might all affect the operation of continuously working measuring devices used
in measuring the surrounding waters and sewage. Also the place of the measuring device, both
on the ground, and in the process, set different physical and technical requirements for the
measuring device. The measurement should be positioned so that the data that it collects is
meaningful and describes the state of the process adequately.
Natural waters, wastewaters, and process waters all form different recycles in the mineral
processing, mine area, and in the surrounding environment setting their individual requirements.
Large changes in pH value, chemicals, solids, temperature, and concentration in the enrichment
processes should not have too much of the cross-correlation in the results given by the measuring
device. Before buying a measuring device, one must carefully consider the sanitation,
maintenance, working life, and reliability of the equipment.
Self-cleaning and clean electrode surfaces would significantly improve the reliability of the
measuring devices and reduce the time spent on maintenance. Also portable and movable flow
indicators come in handy at the mines. The flow indicators are introduced in later in Chapter 3.1.4.

3.1.4 An increasing need for online measurements of mine waters
During the interviews, it became apparent that functional online measurements are not available
at the moment. Their definition limits are too high, the measuring devices need to be cleaned and
maintained often, there are malfunctions relatively often, and the rough winter conditions in the
mines set very high demands for the measuring devices. It was noted by some of the mining
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companies that the maintenance of laboratory equipment used to analyse the samples from
surrounding waters, could be replaced by continuous-time measurements.
Especially in the multi-metal mines, there is a need for online heavy metal detectors or analysers
that can determine small quantities of heavy metals in wastewaters that could have devastating
long-term effects on the biodiversity surrounding the mine. Reliable field meters would also have
use in the measuring contents of phosphorous, nitrogen, sulphate, fluorite, conductivity, and solids
in the water. However, these devices and their accuracy and reliability should be approved by the
environmental authorities and they are still under the development.
The online measurement needs from the surrounding waters of the mines (highlighted in yellow)
that came up in the interviews have been collected in the Table 4. In addition, variables that are
already now measured online have been marked into the table (cells with no highlight in them).
For instance, in Kittilä Gold Mine, reliable quick measurements were listed as future needs. These
should be able to measure negative ions (sulphate, chloride, thiocyanate, cyanide) in addition to
electropositive ions (As, Sb, Ni, Al, Mn, Fe), and also sufficiently low concentrations.

Table 4. The requirements for online measurements of the interviewed mining companies.
Measured
Variable
Ni
Cu
Zn
Co
Pb
Sb
As
Al
Mn
Fe
sulphate
CN
thiocyanate
chloride
pH
conductivity
flow
solids
N
temperature
redox
P
F
ground water surface

Talvivaara
Sotkamo
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

FQM
Kevitsa
Mining
x
x

AgnicoEagle
Kittilä
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Sotkamo
Silver

Yara
Finland
Siilinjärvi

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

Many of the mining companies interviewed use surface water flow indicators developed by EHP
Tekniikka Oy already. The flow of several water separators in the surrounding waters can be
monitored with flow indicator pools. The pools are used for example in percolation water ducts,
storm water tanks, as well as in the flows into the surface absorption field. The pools can also be
combined with the detection of solids, feculence, pH, conductivity, redox, oxygen, nitrate,
ammonium, temperature, COD, and TOC.
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3.2 Online measurements for wastewaters
Online monitoring support decision making and helps in making faster adjustments to the process,
as required in an emergency. In mining operations, the main harmful substances causing
problems to the environment are different metals that are often highly toxic for biodiversity. The
probable places for environmental accidents that have to be taken into account in risk assessment
are for example: (Kauppila et. al. 2011)





Dam structures of wastewater ponds
Base structures of the tailings heap and the heap leaching piles
Storages of chemical substances
Dust-prone tailings and waste rock deposits

The scale of the mining area is presented in Figure 4 to reveal the importance of the proper
measurement device placing. In the case of undetected discharge, automatic monitoring
systems may help to notice it by revealing increased levels of leaked substances in the
receptors. During the past few decades, the performance and reliability of on-line sensors have
improved greatly and modern automatic monitoring systems can offer tools to measure physical
(e.g. turbidity, suspended solids), chemical (e.g. nitrate and phosphate, dissolved metals), and
biological properties (e.g. BOD, bacteria) of the water (Jeppson et. al. 2002).

Figure 4. The vast mining area.

Several different principles have found application in on-line monitoring; optical measurement,
biosensors, ultrasound, spectroscopy, and fluorescence, for example (Bourgeouis 2001).
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However, traditional, manual standard methods in the sample taking and monitoring of
wastewater are often favoured in the legislation and regulations, therefore it seems that
automatic monitoring technology has not removed the need for the traditional sample taking and
laboratory analyses. Nevertheless, accurate and fast on-line monitoring of pollutants may be
very cost-effective, giving economic gain to corporations.

3.2.1 Heavy metal detection

Outotec Courier® 8 SL – X-ray analyser (Outotec Courier 8 SL)
The Outotec Courier® 8 SL analyser is designed for on-stream measurements of elemental
concentrations in slurries. The Laser-induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technology is able
to measure both light and heavy elements. The Outotec Courier® 8 SL provides real-time test
data to complement measurements from X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis for monitoring and
controlling the operations of mineral processing plants. The analyser can measure the light
element concentration in plant feed, tailings, and concentrates. The analyser allows the impurity
content in the concentrate to be optimized while maintaining the best possible recovery.
Applications that can benefit from the real-time test data provided by the Outotec Courier® 8 SL
analyser include iron ore concentrates, pellet plants, serpentinised nickel ore concentrators,
laterite nickel ore and zinc, sulfide gold, and phosphate concentrators.

SEIBOLD – Photometric detection (SEIBOLD – COMPOSER Analysers Series)
Today, the most reliable method for continuous measurement is the colorimetric method using
complexometric chemical reactions. Heavy metal ions have very similar chemical behaviour and
appear together in complex samples hindering the measurement of heavy metal of interest. The
SEIBOLD device measurement is based on the photometric determination of the intensity of the
coloured complex, formed by the heavy metal ions and the reagents, which is also highly
customizable. The exact water to waste composition and the measurement range of interest (e.g.,
very low range starting from 3 ppb and high range up to 3-5 ppm) lead chemistry and reagent
development. The first reagent does the pre-treatment of the waste water for the measurement.
The second reagent is the high sensitive photometric dye that reacts with heavy metal ion, forming
coloured complex. One of the biggest issues to overcome in measurements is the interference of
other ions in waste water. In order to decrease their influence, special masking agents are used.

SEIBOLD - Wasser Titration (Seibold-Wasser)
SEIBOLD develops and produces on-line in process analysers for heavy metals in water. The
analyser measures real continuous multiple heavy metals, metals, and metalloids as Iron, Copper,
Nickel Zinc, Manganese, Chrome, Mercury, Lead, Aluminium, Arsenic, and many others. Titration
is a standard procedure for various parameters in water quality measurements. This volumetric
method counts for fast and accurate results. Conventional laboratory procedures do not fit to online
measurement standards. In SEIBOLD online analysers, this important step is achieved by using
unique and proprietary reagents, such as buffers and dye. In some cases additional power and
chemistry is needed to dissolve particles.
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Upcoming technologies for heavy metal concentration determination
The Urban water alliance has an extensive report written about the subject concerning heavy
metal content measurements in industrial waters in (O’Halloran et. al. 2009). Currently, there are
two main hot topics of research in the field of online heavy metal detection in the water matrix:
Voltammetric (electro-chemical) sensors are promising candidates for real-time, simultaneous
measurements, as they can acquire continuous information with the minimal or limited sample
pre-treatment. Due to the fact that electronic tongues are based on multiple sensor arrays, signal
drift is difficult to overcome as the algorithms or patterns developed by the sensor arrays are
represented in a higher dimensional search space. Therefore, improved data analysis in order to
make them suitable for long-term deployment would be highly valuable.
Potentiometric sensors and biosensors may also be viable alternatives. At the moment, the
biofouling of membranes may impair the analytical signal obtained. This will be a topic of concern
if the sample matrix is constantly variable. In addition, very high microbial and organic loads make
the membrane based sensors extremely vulnerable to biofouling.
There is a requirement to account for environmental variations to correct changes in the sensor
signal attributed to matrix interferences. Sensors that are calibrated based on traditional analytical
principles require fixed measurement conditions, which usually are not obtained in field
measurements. Minimise the consumption requirements of reagents, so that they can be suitable
for remote monitoring. The economic costs associated with reagent stability, calibration, and
maintenance will greatly limit their widespread application. Incorporate hydraulic and metadata
information into data processing for online systems to ensure that water quality information
collected in real-time has a measurement context, which can be used to improve or optimise
management decisions.

3.2.2 Sulfate

Raman – Spectroscopy for waterflood projects (Process Instruments Inc)
Waterflood injection operations for offshore oil production can benefit from low-sulfate water.
Current methods to monitor the injected water sulfate concentrations are typically conducted via
traditional wet chemistry titration techniques around once or twice per shift. Even though the
sulfate concentrations are critical, these measurement techniques are very time consuming
requiring an hour or two for the result to be called in from the laboratory. A need exists for a
reliable, in-situ method to continually monitor sulfate concentrations remain below 45 pp in
waterflood injection operations.

3.2.3 Conductivity measurements
METSO –TCU (Metso, Analyzers and measurement solutions)
Metso has developed a durable low-maintenance measurement device for in-line conductivity
monitoring for waste waters. Conductivity can be measured from 0 μS/cm to 200 μS/m. This
system can be mounted in several different places including pipelines and sluices. It has multiple
specialized sensors to be selected for various measurement tasks. There is also a portable
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measurement device available to be used as a reference for the certification of field instruments
and to ensure accurate measurements in the laboratories. (Metso 2003)

3.3 Development of measurements in MoniMineWater project
According to the Federation of Finnish Technology Industries (Teknologiateollisuus ry), the
employment of effective environmental monitoring will increase the competitiveness and boost the
imago of the company. Since the legislation is changing and defining even lower limits for
hazardous components, it is essential that new measurement technologies are being constantly
developed serving the needs of several industrial sectors. The most important factors in new
measurement technologies are its sensitivity, precision, durability, maintainability, and, last but not
least, price. The biggest challenge concerning online monitoring is often the current legislation,
which generally favours the traditional monitoring methods and laboratory analyses. The
maintenance of the sensors might also become problematic in harsh conditions, in spite of robust
cleaning strategies available, such as hydraulic water spray, mechanical brush, ultrasonic cleaning
and chemical rinsing with a cleaning agent (Vanrolleghem & Lee 2003).
In the future, technological advances may reduce the need for rather expensive and slow
laboratory analysis, assuming that it is allowed by the legislation. Environmental regulations may
become stricter in the future, which can promote the use of automatic monitoring as the need for
real-time, rapid monitoring of emissions. Industrial markets for environmental technology are
growing, promoting the use of new devices. Environmental and impact analyses can be done by
applying new techniques and be more economical than earlier. Polluters must be more and more
aware of the quality of their emissions as they have the burden of proof to show that they are not
releasing substances over the allowable limit. Recent permit limits can be reviewed from the Table
5.

Table 5. The permit limits for wastewater metal concentrations for the selected group of mines by
SYKE. (SYKE 2012)
Metal
As
Cu
Ni
Zn
Sb

Month average
mg/l
< 0,4 … 1,0
< 0,2 … 0,3 … 0,5
< 0,3* … 0,5
< 1,0 … 1,5
< 0,5

Individual sample
mg/l
< 1,0 … 1,7
< 0,6 … 1,0
< 1,0 … 1,5
< 2,0
< 0,8

* Determined as a mean quarter a year or as a targeted value

One of the recent developments in the area of online measurement of trace metals in wastewater
is a 3-year-project conducted during 2009-2011 called MoniMineWater. The project was divided
into two parts: MineWater with focus on mine industry and MoniWater with interest in process
industry and natural waters. The goal of both projects was to find the best novel technologies for
measuring trace heavy metal concentrations in a water matrix. At the start-up of the project, a
research on available technologies was done under the pre-determined constraints, which were
the suitability of technology for online measurement, price, and precision. The most competitive
and commercial potential measurements were introduced and tested, such as laser-induced
plasma spectroscopy, atomic absorption spectrometry, membrane technology and voltammetric
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stripping analysis. Two of the most promising novel technologies, voltammetric stripping and laserinduced plasma spectroscopy (LIBS), are introduced in the following chapters. (MoniMineWater
report 2011)

3.3.1 Voltammetric Stripping Analysis
Voltammetric methods are commonly used for the determination of metals in liquid solutions. The
analysis is popular for the detection of trace metals in environmental samples due to low detection
limits, high sensitivity, and the ability to detect trace metal elements in different oxidation states.
The tests and uncertainty analysis were done in the close collaboration of the Laboratory of
Biotechnology of Centre for Measurement and Information Systems (CEMIS) located in Sotkamo,
Finland, the Centre of Metrology and Accreditation (MIKES) located in Kajaani, Finland. The test
set-up of the utilized electrochemical method, called Square Wave Anodic Stripping Voltammetry
(SWASV), is illustrated in Figure 5. (MoniMineWater report 2011)

Figure 5. Test set-up
2011)(MIKES)(CEMIS-Oulu)

of

voltammetric

stripping

analysis.

(MoniMineWater

report

In the square wave voltammetry method, the sample is put into the electrochemical cell and an
electrical current through the cell is monitored while a potential scan is applied over, usually three,
electrodes. First, the examined metal is electroplated onto a working electrode using adequate
negative potential. At the second stage, the electroplated metal is stripped out – oxidized – from
the working electrode by scanning the potential with a square wave pattern, as presented in Figure
6. The stripping of metal generates a current, which can be measured. The peak in the current
caused by stripping is proportional to the metal concentration in the sample.
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Figure 6. The potential scan pattern used in square wave voltammetry. (MoniMineWater report
2011)(MIKES)

The voltammograms for water analysis were measured with a commercial PalmSens potentiostat
manufactured by Palm Instruments BV, on the right in Figure 5. PalmSens potentiostat was
connected to a PC, where software takes care of the potential scan, data acquisition, and data
analysis. Total run time for each sample is approximately one minute.

Advantages and disadvantages:
The advantages are that the basic instrumentation for voltammetric stripping analysis is relatively
inexpensive, it is able to analyse multiple metals simultaneously, the detection limit is less than 1
µg/L, and the equipment is light. The cons in using anodic stripping voltammetry are the cleaning
of electrodes and the selection of reagent.

3.3.2 Laser‐ Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy.
Laser‐ Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is technique that uses a powerful laser pulse to
break down a material – whether it is in gas, liquid, or solid state – into plasma. The plasma
explosion transmits photons that can be measured to determine the quantity of elements
presented in the sample (Figure 7). At first, a powerful pulse laser is focused on the target
generating energy up to 1 GW/cm2. This high-power electromagnetic field transforms the target
material into hot plasma, which then expands supersonically generating a loud bang heard in a
laboratory atmosphere. The collisions excite and re-excite ions and atoms into higher electronic
energy states releasing photons. The characteristic frequencies of photon emissions are unique
to all substances, thus allowing one to determine what elements and in what proportions are
presented in the target material. Theoretically, LIBS can detect any substance regardless of the
state of matter. Sampling with LIBS can be done within seconds and it has excellent selectivity.
(MoniMineWater report 2011)

Figure 7. LIBS measurement is being performed, where a vivid plasma spark appears in the middle.
The white funnel next to the spark collects the optics while the laser beams are delivered from the
top via mirror and focusing lenses. (MoniMineWater report 2011)(VTT)
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Advantages and disadvantages:
The benefit of LIBS is that it requires fairly small amount of sample material, it is rapid, and it is
highly accurate. On the other hand, the creation of the plasma requires lots of energy, equipment
is large, and instrumentation is fairly expensive. (MoniMineWater report 2011)
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4

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA AND HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING

4.1 Laser-scanning
The laser scanning has become a widely used method in the acquisition of 3D data in past
decades. The first commercial systems have been available in 1990’s and since then the usage
has increased rapidly and partially replaced old mapping methods, such as stereo
photogrammetry, in both airborne and terrestrial applications. The terrestrial surveying and
analytical photogrammetry require a manual interpretation in order to derive a representation of
the sensed objects. The advantage compared to the manual data acquisition techniques is that
the laser scanning recording methods allow an automated dense sampling of the object surface
within a short time (Pfeifer & Briese 2007).
A laser scanner uses laser light to measure distances from the sensor to the object in a systematic
pattern (Böhler & Marbs 2002). Majority of lasers are pulse lasers, where the laser transmitter
emits a laser pulse, receives the backscattered return, and determines distances to the reflected
surfaces based on the time of flights. The measured distances are transformed to 3D-coordinates
with information of the range vector origin and scanning angle. In order to transform the
measurements to a superior, geo-references spatial coordinate system, the laser measurement
unit has to be combined with geo-positioning technology such as GPS measurements (Pfeifer &
Briese 2007). Many instruments also record the intensity characters of the backscattered pulse.
Intensities are subject to many influences such as surface roughness and object reflectivity, and
therefore, they have been used for visualization and classification purposes.

4.1.1 Laser-scanning applications
Airborne laser scanning is used routinely in order to acquire digital terrain models (DTM). The data
also provides possibility to form the digital surface model (DSM), which contains vegetation,
building roofs, and other infrastructure. DSMs are applied in many fields, such as forestry and
urban planning. Especially interesting 3D mapping targets for laser scanning are the corridors, i.e.
highways, rail roads, power lines, and precise location of power lines. In forestry, airborne laser
scanning is used for acquiring stand characteristics and for single tree detection (Jaakkola et. al.
2010). The terrestrial lasers are applied in the variety of applications. Some areas that can be
considered as typical for the laser are:
-

Surveying complex structures, e.g. difficult mechanical structures

-

Building surveying, e.g. façade reconstruction, in-door surveying

-

Surveying areas of difficult accessibility, e.g. caves, tunnels

-

Archaeology, where discretion to avoid damaging artefacts is required

-

Mining applications
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Usage in geology and mining
Terrestrial laser scanning has become a widely used method in the mining place surveying. The
following tasks are topics of research:
-

Measurement of rock faces
Erosion measurement (Baran et. al. 2009)
Landslide measurement (Confori 2010)
Volume analysis (Confori 2010)
Morfology analysis
Management of reclamation of the leaching pads (Maptek 2012)
Remotely identify, measure, and monitor inaccessible pit and dump slopes together with
stockpiles, blast profiles, and geological features (Hunter 2010)
Landslide inventories creating especially under steep and rocky region (Kasai et. al. 2009)
Structural evaluation of discontinuities in rock masses (Lato et. al. 2009)
Geometric tolerances analysis of tunnel structures (Lam 2006)
Changing detection of landslide (Hsiao et. al. 2004)
3D modeling of landslide in open pit (Hui et. al. 2010)
Rock-fall hazard assessment (Nguyen et. al. 2008)

4.1.2 Airborne, terrestrial, and mobile sensors
The general principles of measurement are the same for airborne and ground-based systems as
well as for mobile lidar systems (Pfeifer & Briese 2007). In Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) the
measurement unit is located in an airplane or a helicopter. The advantage is capability to survey
large areas in a short period time. Typical flying heights are from 400 to 1000 meters. However,
increasing flying height reduces measurement point density. For the fine scale, cost efficient
surveying, where high point density is required, unmanned airborne vehicles (UAV), and mini UAV
(<20 kg) has been introduced as laser measurement platforms.
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) is carried from one or more stand positions. Terrestrial laser
scanners are either so-called window scanners, having a field of view similar to a conventional
area camera, or panoramic scanners (Pfeifer & Briese 2007). Normally, one scan is not enough
to collect data covering the entire object of interest or location and therefore scans from several
standpoints are required. Scans from different locations are combined to the same coordinate
system in post-processing.
The terrestrial scanning may also be carried out from the mobile platform, such as a car, a boat
and a sledge. Measurement is either continuous or executed with the stop-and-go method. The
continuous measurement is called Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS). MLS is therefore also terrestrial,
but overall 3D accuracy is lower, since the error budget contains the errors of the positioning
system. In the stop-and-go method, the platform stops for the measurement period and then
proceeds to new location, where measurement is repeated.

4.1.3 Laser-scanning devices
The FGI Mobile Mapping group has built two actively used systems for data acquisition: ROAMER
and Sensei including the laser scanner (Figure 8). Both systems have been installed in various
vehicles, such as cars, boats, ATVs and snowmobile sledges.
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Road Environment Mapper ROAMER
The Finnish Geodetic Institute has been developing a mobile road environment mapping system,
named as ROAMER, since 2003. The vehicle-borne ROAMER system consists of a carrying
platform, positioning and navigation systems, and a 3D data acquisition system. The system
employed a 3D laser scanner operated in a profiling mode (Kukko et. al. 2007). ROAMER has
been used since 2007. The aim of the design was to build a high-precision and high-speed laser
scanning system with the adjustable profile scanning angle. The main components of the system
are the Faro Photon 120 terrestrial laser scanner, NovAtel SPAN navigation system, in-house
developed synchronization unit, and in-house designed rigid platform with tilting scanner mount,
built by Aalto University Dept. of Surveying. More detailed description of Roamer is found in
(Pfeifer & Briese 2007).

Figure 8. The FGI Sensei modular measurement system carried by UAV and ROAMER mounted on
top of a car. (Jaakkola et. al. 2010)(FGI)

Sensei
The FGI Sensei is a modular measurement system consisting of a number of measurement
instruments, which has been operational since 2009. It was designed to be a low-cost and lightweight multi-sensor system that can be operated also using low-cost UAVs. Instrumentation
includes a GPS/IMU positioning system, two laser scanners, a CCD camera, a spectrometer, and
a thermal camera. The modularity of the system means that only the instruments required for the
specific measurement campaign can be used and new sensors can be easily added to the system.
The main components of the system are Ibeo Lux or Sick LMS151 industrial laser scanner,
NovAtel SPAN-CPT navigation system, AVT Pike F-421C CCD-camera, Specim V10H
spectrometer, and Flir Photon 320 thermal camera. The system is detailed described in (Jaakkola
et. al. 2010).

Hyperspectral lidar
The active sensing–research group (FGI ActiveSensing) has developed a hyperspectarl lidar
system, which combines full waveform hyperspectral light detection and ranging (lidar)
measurement. The instrument produces a 3D point cloud with spectral backscattered reflectance
data. As both the geometry and spectral information on the target are available from a single
measurement, this technology will extend the scope of imaging spectroscopy into spectral 3D
sensing. The prototype has been tested in laboratory environment and in the future field testing
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will take place. Detailed description of the system and experiments are found in (Hakala et. al.
2012).

4.1.4 Companies providing services on laser scanning
Laser scanning industry consists of laser scanner hardware and software manufacturers,
resellers, and companies providing full measurement services. The industry is changing rapidly
and therefore the following information concerning the companies is likely to be incomplete and
the status should be updated frequently. There are only a few hardware manufacturers for airborne
laser scanning. According to the Lidar-UK (LiDAR-UK), run by Bluesky (the industry leading
supplier of geographical information, specialising in airborne data collection and processing), the
airborne laser manufactures and suppliers worldwide are:

Blom (Blom)
The TopEye technology development started with the topographic laser scanning in 1993.
During 1999 digital imagery was created and Blom Sweden former TopEye have developed
and refined LiDAR and digital imagery technology and processing procedures for many
years.

Laseroptronix (Laseroptronix)
Laseroptronix specialises in the manufacture of laser distance metres, 3D laser radar,
airborne measuring systems, and laser camera systems.

Leica Geosystems (Leica Geosystems)
Leica Geosystems is best known for its broad array of products that capture accurately,
model quickly, analyze easily, and visualize and present spatial information. Leica
Geosystems is continuing to set new technological milestones all over the world.

Optech (Optech)
Optech offers both standalone and fully integrated lidar and camera imaging solutions in
airborne terrestrial mapping, airborne laser bathymetry, and industrial process control, as
well as space-qualified sensors for orbital operations and planetary exploration.

RIEGL (RIEGL)
With 30 years’ experience in the research, development, and production of laser scanners,
rangefinders, and distance meters, RIEGL delivers proven innovations in 3D dedicated to
designing and developing the best possible laser sensors for the desired application.
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TopoSys (Trimble)
TopoSys GmbH is now called TopoSys, and it is a part of Trimble Germany GmbH. TopoSys
flies with Trimble’s Harrier equipment equipped with Trimble Aerial Cameras, and makes
use of Trimble software in order to process the acquired laser and imagery data.
Many above mentioned manufacturers, such as Riegel, Leica and Optech, also provide terrestrial
laser scanners. In addition the terrestrial scanners are also produced by many manufacturers such
as FARO, Trible and Minolta. However, since the laser scanning companies operate
internationally, companies from the UK, Sweden and German have done measurements in
Finland. The same companies typically also provide terrestrial surveying. In general, the supply is
wider than in airborne instruments. Laser scanner resellers and service providers operating in
Finland are listed in table 6.

Table 6. Companies selling products or services affiliated with laser scanners. Information was
provided by the Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI).
Laser scanner resellers

Terrestial measurement servicers

Nordic Geocenter

www.geocenter.fi

Leica-Geosystems

www.leica-geosystems.fi/fi

Geounion

www.geounion.fi

Geostar (terrestrial scanners) www.geostar.fi

Airborne laser measurement servicers

The mobile laser scanning surveying providers

Blom kartta Oy

www.blomkartta.fi

Mitta Oy

www.mitta.fi

Finnmap

www.finnmap.com

VRT Finalnd OY

www.vrt.fi

SITO

www.sito.fi

GeoTrim

www.geotrim.fi

Suomen kartoitus ja mittaus

www.skm.fi

Pöyry Environment

www.poyry.fi

Pöyry Environment

www.poyry.fi

4.2 Photogrammetric processing and digital surface model (DSM)
generation using digital images
In this section, we describe the main principles of photogrammetric DSM generation using digital
airborne images. Later in this report we give examples of photogrammetric DSM generation in
mining environment. Photogrammetric processing of airborne image data involves the following
phases:
1.

Sensor calibration based on laboratory calibration information.

2.

Determination of image orientations.

3.

DSM calculation.

4.

Stereoscopic mapping.

5.

Orthophoto generation.

The accurate determination of the parameters of the imaging equation in the orientation phase is
the prerequisite for accurate photogrammetric measurements. In the rigorous photogrammetric
processing, the imaging model based on the collinearity condition is used. The model parameters
include the exterior orientation parameters (the perspective centre coordinates and rotations of
the image) and the camera parameters, including the interior orientations (principal point and
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principal distance; x0, y0, c), and image distortions. The orientations are determined in a process
called bundle block adjustment using automatically measured tie points between images, ground
control points to tie the block to the ground coordinate system, and direct orientation observations
by GNSS/IMU provided by a navigation system. In principle, the determination of orientations is a
mature process, but good quality input data (good block structure, high image quality) and an
experienced operator are needed in order to obtain the highest accuracy level.
Recent revolutional innovation in photogrammetric mapping has been the development of reliable
and accurate methods for the measurement of digital surface models (DSMs) by image matching.
Conjugate points are identified from overlapping images by image matching and the accurate
object space XYZ coordinate for the points are then calculated. Orthophoto is presented in Figure
9 and DSM accompanied with orthophoto in Figure 10.
Different matching methods can be used for point cloud generation. In photogrammetric
applications, often signal based matching methods (least squares matching, cross correlation) are
used; recently, a new semiglobal matching method has shown very promising results. A high
performance level, with high success rations, good penetration in 3D objects, and high accuracy,
is reached by using large image overlaps and matching multiple images in each point.

4.2.1 Quality of DSMs
The completeness of the point cloud is dependent on the block overlaps (especially occlusions)
and on the performance of the matching method. The performance of the matching method is thus
the fundamental factor influencing both the accuracy and the point density. It is mostly dependent
on the image quality, object, and the matching method related factors as follows:
(1)

Central factors influencing the image quality include the sensor quality (signal-tonoise ratio), the imaging system (especially image motion), and the atmospheric,
illumination, and wind conditions during the data collection.

(2)

As is well known from conventional stereoscopic measurements and image
matching, different performance is obtained with different objects. Typically, reduced
level of performance is obtained with thin objects (such as electric poles), vague
objects (for example, trees), homogeneous objects, repetitive features, and water
surfaces.

(3)

The matching method and its radiometric and geometric assumptions have influence
on the quality of matching.

At the best, the density of the point cloud corresponds to the GSD of the imagery used in matching.
For example, with high resolution imagery with a GSD of 4 cm there are 625 points in m 2. At the
best, when orientations are very accurate, the accuracy of individual, well defined height points is
1-2 times the GSD. So with high resolution systems, the height accuracy is 4-8 cm.
These new methods based on image matching can thus provide even higher point densities than
laser scanning. Furthermore, in general, photogrammetric methods are more cost-efficient than
laser scanning, because of the lower cost of the sensors and because of the fact that less effort
(flight lines) are needed to cover the same area.
There are also some challenges with image based matching. The first challenge deals with the
fact that photogrammetric point determination gives height values only when the same point can
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be measured from two images. Because of this, it is not possible to measure points on ground in
dense forests. Image matching often fails on water surfaces.
Examples of high quality digital surfaces measured by Lentokuva Vallas Oy are given in this report
in Section 4.2.3 covering water flow management.

4.2.2 Small manned aircraft systems for Earth surface measurements – Case study
in Mining Environment
Lentokuva Vallas Oy (Lentokuva Vallas) has developed a photogrammetric processing line for
small-format photogrammetric imagery (Figure 11). High quality digital camera Nikon D3X is used
in the image collection. The stereoscopic mapping and orthophoto generation processing are
carried out using the EnsoMosaic software developed by a Finnish company Mosaic Mill Oy. The
DSM calculations are carried out using RapidTerrain software of Pieneering Ltd.
Sensor and data processing technology of small format digital imagery has developed greatly
recently and today these systems offer possibility for high accuracy photogrammetric
measurement of land surfaces. Nowadays, small-format systems are a serious competitor to
conventional large-format photogrammetric mapping camera systems in small to medium sized
mapping projects, max 200 km2/plane/day.
Outputs of this processing are images and their orientations that can be used for visual
stereoscopic measurement, high quality 3D point clouds and digital surface models (DSMs), and
orthophotos. In the following, we will describe the photogrammetric data processing method, give
the results of photogrammetric mapping and watershed modelling of mining area of AgnicoEagle
in Suurikuusikko, Kittilä, and give the results of quality assessment of the process.

4.2.3 DSM in water flow management
Here we attend to the environmental problems of a mine site, not the mining production itself. The
environment of a mine site is ruled by water. Water is involved heavily with the concentration
process producing waste waters. Groundwater is discharging and thus has to be pumped from
open pit as well as underground mines, and water is also raining heavily on the site system from
time to time. So, the main surface problem is how to manage with water flows (Figure 12 & Figure
13). A digital surface model (DSM) is needed to attend this problem. Also an orthophoto is needed
to help infrastructure planning. Here follows a series of images showing this data from the mine
site of AgnicoEagle Suurikuusikko gold mine area.
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Figure 9. Orthoimage overview of AgnicoEagle Suurikuusikko mine site.

Figure 10. Digital surface model of AgnicoEagle mine site and Orthoimage superimposed with 60%
transparency DSM. Red are high areas, green and light blue medium, and dark blue are low areas.
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Figure 11. Perspective view from SE and SW.

Figure 12. Watershed management. Main watersheds are marked with red colour and standard
basins with yellow colour.
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Figure 13. Watershed management. Main watersheds with standard flowpaths and in detail of flow
accumulation.

4.2.4 Quality assessment of DSM in the mining area of AgnicoEagle in
Suurikuusikko
Quality of DSM (Figure 14) was assessed by the Finnish Geodetic Institute. Because of the lack
of insitu reference data, the GCPs used in aerial triangulation were used as checkpoints. It is
expected that these points give a realistic estimate for the height accuracy.

Figure 14. DSM and distribution of all ground control points with residuals and magnification of
the central area with GCPs and residuals.
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4.2.5 Conclusions and suggestions
A small manned aircraft system equipped with a modern digital camera is a very cost effective
platform to produce suitable data for environmental water management around mine sites. This
data can be used for watershed management analysis as well as water flow infrastructure
planning. This data is the most suitable for GIS analyses with all possible environmental data like
bedrock, soil, and biological data.

4.3 Hyperspectral analysis
Hyperspectral imaging, developed approximately 30 years ago, is a technology that collects and
processes information from across the electromagnetic spectrum. In mineralogy, the fusion of
SWIR and LWIR spectral imaging is suitable for the detection of minerals in rock formations
(Figure 15). The methodology was originally invented by geologists who used band ratio
techniques and selective principal component analysis (PCA) to produce iron oxide and hydroxyl
images that could be related to hydrothermal alteration. Minerals known to be detectable with
hyperspectral sensing are, but not limited to, alunite, argillic, calcite, dolomite, feldspar, hematite,
goethite, propylitic, and quartz. (Van Der Meer et. al. 2012; SPECIM Hyperspectral imaging in
geology)

Figure 15. RGB and LWIR images of minerals. (SPECIM Hyperspectral imaging in geology)

Figure 16. A picture of drill core box and comparison of RGB and SWIR images of hyperspectral
mineral map of a core sample. (SPECIM Hyperspectral imaging in geology)
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4.3.1 Hyperspectral mapping of drill core samples
Hyperspectral analysis provides the high-resolution images of drill core samples, which can be
used to acquire information about the core without any sample preparation. Based on mineral
specific reflectance data, prediction models can be used to qualify and quantify the existing
minerals in the inspected core, figure 16. Core mapping delivers instant on-site mineral
identification. Hyperspectral imager provides information on both spectral and spatial content,
which creates new opportunities for analysis (Figure 17). According to researches, the
hyperspectral map of the mineral sample can be done for a 1.5 m long drill core in 15 seconds
increasing productivity in drill core sampling. (SPECIM Hyperspectral imaging in geology)

Figure 17. Photonic Knowledge's Core MapperTM hyperspectral imaging. (Photonic Knowledge)

4.3.2 Hyperspectral imaging of open pit mine faces
A study published in 2012 was conducted by Murphy et. al. (Murphy et. al. 2012) on subject of
mapping vertical geology using field-based hyperspectral sensors that had conventionally been
used in biological or agricultural applications. The objective of the research was to compare two
competing spectral imagery classification techniques. Geological applications include the mapping
stratigraphy of cliff faces or detecting rock types and mineralogy on vertical mine walls in open pit
mining.
The research was then continued in order to map the distribution of iron and separate iron from
waste rock on a vertical mine-face located in western Australia. To determine the relative
quantities of iron (hematite and goethite), the derivative spectrum was integrated across the visible
and near infrared spectral range (430–970 nm) and over those wavelength regions containing
individual peaks and troughs associated with specific iron absorption features. The data was
acquired by using separate visible infrared (VNIR: 400–970 nm) and shortwave infrared (SWIR:
907–2500 nm) sensors, see Figure 18, mounted adjacently on a rotating stage. The comparison
of the laboratory results of hyperspectral imaging with X-ray diffraction analysis showed significant
correspondence with the presence of iron in the samples. (Murphy & Monteiro 2012)
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Figure 18. SPECIM Hyperspectral scanner device. (SPECIM Hyperspectral imaging in geology)

Hyperspectral sensor resellers:





SPECIM (Finland) (SPECIM)
ITRES (Canada) (Itres)
The Geophysical Environmental Research Corporation (Germany)
Integrated Spectronics (Australia)

Additional information about hyperspectral imaging on geological applications can be found in
article (Kurz et. al. 2008) and SWIR/LWIR sensor products on the website of SPECIM.

Advantages and disadvantages:
The benefit of using hyperspectral imagery is that it does not require prior knowledge of the
sample. It also enables identifying minerals remotely, which is useful for mapping areas where
non-destructive measurements are required or that are too dangerous for direct human inspection.
The technology is considered as relatively expensive as image processing needs plenty of
computational capacity and large amount of data storage, since the 3D images might occasionally
be a hundred megabytes in file size. Nevertheless, as a new analytical technology the full potential
of hyperspectral imaging has not yet been discovered.
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5

OPEN DATA SOURCES

5.1 Geographical data
The programme of the Finnish Government on June 2011 promoted the usage of public data free
of charge. In the following year, several data sources have been opened for public and several
others are on the come. National Land Survey of Finland opened their topographic datasets and
Statistics Finland opened various municipality statistics. In 2013, Finnish Meteorological Institute
will open their weather data information (this is described in Chapter 5.2.1).

5.1.1 The national land survey of Finland (NLS)
The National Land Survey topographic datasets are available to the public and to companies to
be used free of charge. The open data products can be used with extensive and permanent rights
of use. Datasets are available for download via Open data file download service or with order by
email.


National airborne laser scanning data (MML)

Airborne laser scanning data refers to three-dimensional point-like data depicting the ground
and objects on the ground. Each point is provided with x, y, and z coordinate information. Laser
scanning data is collected in order to produce an accurate nationwide 2 m elevation model.
The point density is at least 0.7 points per square metre. Currently, laser scanning data is
available only from parts of Finland and can be acquired in parts sized 3x3 km. The data is
pre-classified to ground and other points.


Elevation models

The DEMs are stored in a data system as a regular grid models and are available with
resolution 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 25 m, and 200 m. The 2 m model, which is derived from airborne
laser scanner data, is only available with parts of Finland, other models cover the entire
Finland.


NLS orthophotos (NLS Acquisition of NLS open data)

The NLS orthophotos are an aerial photo dataset covering the whole of Finland. The geometry
of orthophotos corresponds to a map. The terrain resolution is 0.5 m. Orthophotos are updated
every three to ten years. The product is open data.


The Topographic database (NLS)

The Topographic database provided by the NLS is a dataset depicting the terrain and covering
the whole of Finland. The most important feature classes in the said database are traffic route
networks, buildings and constructions, administrative borders, nomenclatures, land use, water
systems, and elevations. The accuracy of the location information in the Topographic database
corresponds to scale 1:5 000 - 1:10 000, which is equivalent with geometric accuracy of 2.5 m
roughly. The road network is updated constantly, the administrative borders yearly, and other
elements approximately every 5 - 10 years. The Topographic database is available either in
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whole covering the entire country or in parts restricting the area or information contents (Table
7).
Table 7. Open geodetic data available online.
Description

Scale

Background map series
Basic map raster

1:20 000

General map

1:1 000 000

General map

1:4 500 000

General map raster

1:1 000 000

General map raster

1:4 500 000

Municipal Division in Finland
NLS aerial photographs
Place names
Road names raster
Topographic map

1:100 000

Topographic map

1:250 000

Topographic map raster

1:50 000

Topographic map raster

1:100 000

Topographic map raster

1:250 000

Topographic map raster

1:500 000

5.1.2 Geodetic data
Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) sustains the following geodetic data: benchmark record in
EUREF-FIN coordinate system, precise levelling benchmark elevations in N2000 system,
FIN2000 geoid model, FIN2005N00 geoid model, and FinnRef permanent GNSS network. (FGI
Tutkimus)
The benchmark coordinates are available through National Land Surveys data service system.
The geoid models are applied in the FGI coordinate transformation service (FGI
Koordinaattimuunnospalvelu), which can be used free of charge. The coordinate transformation
service enables the transforming of coordinates from a coordinate reference system to another.
In addition, the service offers the possibility to download material concerning to coordinate
transformations, like geoid models.
The FinnRef EPN stations, which are a part of the EUREF permanent network and measurements,
are available on the website of EUREF (EUREF). In addition, Finnish geodetic Institute sustains
Masala - Vihti gravimeter calibration line, which can also be used for free.

5.1.3 Geological data
Geological Survey in Finland provides data free of charge or with handling and delivering costs
only. The digital data is stored either as a data set, a map layer, or an image. Online products,
which can be downloaded without handling and delivering costs, are shown in Appendix 2.
Geological Survey in Finland uses Web Map Service and Web Feature Service (WFS) interface
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standard for the distribution of geospatial databases. The interface is found in geological interface
services (GTK).

Mining rights - Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency (TUKES)
Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency (TUKES) has been the surveillance and permit
consideration authority in Finland as of 1 July 2011, as referred to in the Mining Act (621/2011).
TUKES decides on the applications filed for permits and rights, and runs the mining register in
Finland. TUKES provides Mining Register Map Service (Kaivosrekisterin karttapalvelu). The map
contains features such as mines, mining claims and mineral search permits.

5.2 Natural resources
Some open data sources are also available for natural resources, such as the weather, air quality,
water quality and even biodiversity. Some of these datasets are already accessible and some of
them are just opening for public viewing. Some data sources, such as databases for biodiversity,
may provide important information on the general sustainability, but due to the inaccuracy of
measurements it can only be used for larger areas.

5.2.1 Weather
FMI – Open data sources (FMI Ilmatieteen laitoksen avoin data)
The Finnish meteorological institute (FMI) provides information about air quality, wind,
temperature, climate, rain, snow depth, humidity, sea, and even northern lights available for public
on their website. FMI is also building an internet service that can be used to download and view
the data of individual weather stations. Datasets include the current and historical observations of
weather, climate, sea levels and time series forecasts up to the year 2070. Open source beta
testing is on-going and the services are expected to be fully available in June of 2013.
Helsinki Testbed - Research project (Helsinki Testbed)
Helsinki Testbed is a project that is focused on mesoscale weather research, the integration of
weather observation stations, end user product development, and data distribution for public
communities. The initial project, started in 2005, was designed to be a periodic research project
of mesoscale meteorology. Real-time data was planned to be only temporarily available for public,
but on the course of several periods, the data was decided to be presented on the web.
Since 2007, Helsinki Testbed has served as a research and development platform for projects
combining multiple research institutes and industrial partners. These projects include the network
infrastructure called the Helsinki Testbed Baseline Network done in collaboration of Finnish
Meteorological Institute and Vaisala and a project called UbiCasting that provides information
about local weather in city-scale. On top of the regular forecasts, UbiCasting provides models for
the analysis and prediction of weather. (Helsinki Testbed)
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Figure 19. Helsinki Testbed-application on Android. (Helsinki Testbed-viewer 2013)

Helsinki Testbed Viewer 2.0 (Figure 19) is available on Android that can be used for viewing realtime information about the weather, such as rain, temperature, humidity, wind, air pressure and
dew point. The program is a private project and all the rights of forecast pictures and maps belong
to the Helsinki Testbed project.

5.2.2 Air

AirBase – The European air quality database (AirBase)
AirBase is the air quality information system maintained by the EEA (European Environment
Agency) through the European topic centre on Air and Climate Change. It contains air quality data
delivered annually, which must be delivered as in related to the Directive on Air Quality (96/62/EC).
EEA produces assessments of air quality covering the whole geographical EU area and tool for
comparing EU air quality thresholds (Figure 20).
For instance, in Kittilä, in Finland, Airbase lists historical daily, weekly, and monthly average
measurements of PM10 particles of Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GS-MS) for
gaseous hydrocarbons and Inductive Coupled Plasma Spectrosmetry (ICP-MS) for aerosol
metals, such as cadmium, nickel, arsenic and mercury.
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Figure 20. AirBase data of exceedence of annual values of Particulate Matter (PM 10) in 2010
according to the air quality directive (2008/EC/50). (AirBase)

5.2.3 Natural Waters

WaterBase – Rivers and the sea (WaterBase)
Waterbase is a database upkeeped by EEA containing data from WISE-SoE monitoring stations
for nutrients, organic matter, hazardous substances, proxy pressure data on the upstream
catchment, physical characteristics, and biological quality elements. WISE-SoE data collection
selects validated monitoring data from national databases and adds information on the physical
characteristics of the water bodies being monitored and on the pressures potentially affecting
water quality (Figure 21). The benefit of using waterbase is that it is collected from statistically
verified monitoring stations and groundwater bodies comparable to the European level.
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Figure 21. Changes in water quality variables (BOD and Nitrate) in European seas during 1990-2010.
(WaterBase)

5.2.4 Biodiversity

Kala-Atlas – Fish and game incidence in Finland (Kala-Atlas)
The database presents economically significant fish and game incidence in Finland (Figure 22).
The database is updated and administrated by the Game and Fisheries Research centre of
Finland. The incidence for game can be inspected on the yearly basis up to the year 1989.

Figure 22. Incidence map for black grouse and perch on Kala-Atlas © RKTL. (Kala-Atlas)
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6

MODELS

6.1 Environmental Models

6.1.1 1D-river model
There are several types of different models covering river, groundwater, and lake environments,
ranging from simple retention models to comprehensive commercial model software packages,
such as SOBEK (Rekolainen et. al. 2003). The model chosen to predict water quality should be
representative of the site and be applied at a level of complexity that is appropriate for the available
data (Maest et. al. 2005). The amount of data may often limit the model application; a less
complex, screening-level model may be a right choice when there is not enough data available for
a more complex model. Site-specific values used as model inputs should represent the conditions
of the mine site in the best possible manner, taking into account seasonal and other types of
temporal variability. Model predictions should be re-evaluated regularly by comparing them with
site-specific water quality, e.g. laboratory measurements. The efficacy of the mitigation measures
should be also tested using predictive models and later confirmed with active monitoring /
laboratory tests (Maest et. al. 2005).

6.1.2 SOBEK modelling suite
SOBEK is a modelling suite which has been developed as a joint effort by Delft Hydraulics, the
ministry of Public Works of the Netherlands, and a number of consulting firms, for the simulation
and management of water related problems. Applications for the software are, for instance,
surface water quality, water pollution studies in rivers and wetlands, the optimisation of drainage
systems, the control of irrigation systems, flood forecasting, sewer overflow design, and salt
intrusion (Deltares). The programs within the SOBEK modelling suite can simulate complex flows
and water related processes in many different systems and represent physical processes in onedimensional (1D) network systems and on two-dimensional (2D) horizontal grids. 1D and 2D
FLOWs are based on the Saint Venant equations (Vreugdenhil 1994). The wide range of additional
modules within the SOBEK framework makes it possible to model any aspect of a river system.
SOBEK consists of interconnected modules for different tasks under the same graphical user
interface:
-

Flow 1D Open Water and Flow 1D Pipes

-

Flow 2D Overland

-

Rainfall-Runoff Open Water

-

Water Quality 1D and Water Quality 2D

-

Real Time Control

-

Morphology 1D

-

Delft3D

-

Suitable for rural and urban applications
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6.1.3 Weather Forecast Models
Weather forecasting is based on complex statistical models (based on time series) and it provides
information for public or other users, such as transportation industry and authorities responsible
for public safety. Numerous special applications use weather models (Figure 23) as the initial startup point. Size and age determine the predictability of the weather phenomenon. Because the
atmosphere in Finland is subject to sudden changes, it is impossible to make long-term predictions
on the weather. A forecast of large-scale weather phenomenon may be accurate, but forecasting
individual rain is much more challenging. (FMI teematietoa sääennusteista)

Figure 23. An example of a weather forecast model used to calculate surface pressure and rain
distribution. (FMI teematietoa sääennusteista)

Weather models are divided into two groups: global models and limited area models (LAM). Global
models describe the behaviour of the climate whereas LAM models are used for weather
forecasts. The atmosphere is very chaotic that makes long-term predictions difficult. For that
reason the prediction window for weather models is often within 1-15 days. The principle of LAM
models is that by focusing on a smaller area, the more accurate forecast may be achieved with
the same computational capacity. In a very short time period, it is possible to narrow the sensitivity
to 1-2 km that in some context is called a mesoscale model. (FMI teematietoa sääennusteista)
The length of prediction for each phenomenon is listed in Table 8.
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Table 8. Prediction times for different weather phenomena. (FMI)

Phenomenon

Prediction window

Weather type (low/high-pressure)

6-10 days

Temperature

4-7 days

Route of rain and low-pressure areas

3-5 days

Wind direction and speed

2-3 days

Rainfalls, state of rain, precise routes of rain areas

0,5-2 days

Occasionally, the user of the weather forecast might be disappointed by the changes in the
forecast while the forecast predicts sunshine, but instead it suddenly starts to rain. The smaller
the area is, the more often the prediction changes. For instance, individual forecasts are updated
2-4 times in a day. Because there are several parallel models in use, predictions might change
multiple times within the same day. The continuously updated model is more accurate in
comparison to average prediction over one day, thus the forecast should be checked regularly.
(FMI teematietoa sääennusteista)

6.2 Geospatial models
The geographical model is a set of constructions for describing and representing the selected
aspects of the real world on a computer in three dimensions (3D). The most common 3D model
data types are vector and raster models illustrated in Figure 24.
The vector model is a representation of the world using points, lines, and polygons. Vector
models are useful for storing data that has discrete boundaries, such as country borders, land
parcels and streets. In 3D vector, model elements have three coordinates. A Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN) model is commonly used vector data structure that partitions geographic space into
contiguous, non-overlapping triangles. The vertices of each triangle are sample data points with
x-, y-, and z-values. These sample points are connected by lines to form Delaunay triangles. TINs
are used to store and display surface models.

Figure 24. Vector and raster models.
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The raster model is a representation of the world as a surface divided into a regular grid of cells.
Raster models are useful for storing data that varies continuously, as in an aerial photograph, a
satellite image, a surface of chemical concentrations, or an elevation surface. Raster data may
have an attribute table that can be joined to other tables so that they can have multiple attribute
fields. The raster surface representing ground elevation is referred as a 2.5 D model. 3D raster
model is called voxel model (Figure 25). A voxel (volumetric pixel or volumetric picture element)
is a volume element, representing a value on a regular grid in three dimensional space. The value
of a voxel may represent various properties, such as density, material and flow.

Figure 25. The elevation voxel model and terrain voxel model.

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a numerical representation of the Earth’s surface that contains
actual height points representing the topography. Typically, DEM is stored in a data system as a
regular grid or a TIN. In a discussion related to DEMs, common terms are Digital Terrain Model
(DTM) and Digital Surface Model (DSM). DTM is a model that represents the Earth’s surface
together with other topographic information, such as data about the land cover, slopes and aspects
of the terrain. The most important element of DTM is DEM (Figure 26). DSM is a concept that has
become common due to widespread use of airborne laser scanning. It means a model that
represents the highest elevation of the terrain. Thus, DSM represents the Earth’s surface only in
open areas, while in other regions the model follows the forest canopy and the roofs of buildings.

Figure 26. The comparison of digital elevation and digital terrain models.
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For GIS purposes it may not be sufficient merely to hold data on map elements in the data base.
It must also be possible to access the operations to be performed on these elements. The object
model combines 3D geometry and operations. An object is an entity that has a state represented
by the values of local variables and a set of operations or methods. Individual objects belong to a
class that defines the type of object. Each class has a superclass from which it can inherit both
instance variables and methods.

6.3 Soft Sensors
This chapter concentrates on the usage of soft sensors in process monitoring. More information
about soft sensors and the usage of soft sensors in fault detection may be found in Chapter 8.3.2,
concerning diagnostics.
Soft Sensors, namely “Software Sensors”, are predictive models that describe a state or variable
using models based on either mathematical equations or data. Soft sensors can roughly be divided
into two groups: model-driven and data-driven soft sensors. The model-driven soft sensors use
mathematical equations to predict the process behaviour, but their draw-back is that the theoretical
model does not always describe the process and they are difficult to construct. However, in the
recent decades, the researchers have started to use the large number of measurement data
available in modern industrial facilities’ databases to build data-driven soft sensors. Because databased models are based on real process data, they are guaranteed to describe the real behaviour
of the plant. The drawback is that the data-driven models cannot be generalized, such as the ones
based on first principle models. At the best, the properly derived soft sensor increases the reliability
of the measurements and produces more valuable information on the process dynamics. (Kadlec
et. al. 2009)

Applications
The range of usage of soft sensors is wide, but the most frequent use that soft sensors find is
predicting process variables that can be determined by offline analysis or through slow sampling
rates. Traditionally, the process is monitored in control rooms by process operators who use their
logical reasoning in decision making. The role of process monitoring soft sensors is to build
multivariate features which are relevant to the description of the process state. By presenting the
predicted state of the process, the soft sensor can support the process operators and allow them
to make faster and more objective decisions. Due to the fact that monitored variables are often
somehow connected with quality, they are continuously used in plant management and process
control.
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7

MINE AUTOMATION AND CONTROL

7.1 Control, Supervisory and Management levels in Automation
A modern industrial control system is usually consisted of three different hierarchical levels: control
level, supervision level, and management level. The control (or field) level takes care of the
controllers, parameter estimators, state observers, etc. The supervisor (or automation) level
continuously monitors the process health making the process almost independent of human
operations. The management level is dedicated to high-level decision making, optimization, and
coordination activities. The general structure of the automation system hierarchy is presented in
Figure 27. (Fortuna et. al. 2007)

Figure 27. Automation system hierarchy presented as a pyramid structure. © 2011 Abidoun
Iwayemi, Wanggen Wan and Chi Zhou. Originally published in (Iwayermi et. al. 2011) under CC BYNC-SA 3.0 license. Adapted from (Kastner et. al. 2005).

7.2 Distributed control systems in mine automation and control
Today, the control of mineral processes with a single centralized distributed control system (DCS)
is becoming more common in the mining industry. However, the potential of this control scheme
is yet to be fully recognized and utilized. The key issue is an efficient information handling enabling
the full automation of day-to-day tasks, quality control, and safety functions. At the same time, it
provides means for optimization and constant improvement of processes creating a working
environment where the system helps employees to do their key tasks, instead of searching,
modifying, and transmitting the huge number of information arising every day.
Using a DCS enables the processes to run without interruptions, regardless of a problem occurring
in one of the sub-processes. All decisions can be made by one human operator from a control
room. The control room can be in remote location, such as the large city, removing the need to
travel substantially long distances to plant sites every day. When all essential information is
brought to the same place, there is a smaller risk for accidents to occur due to information breaks,
which are often their primary cause. It is important to monitor the condition of machines
continuously. Common methods for condition monitoring (CM) are vibration measurements and
their diagnostics. The development from scheduled or in the event of failure time-based
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maintenance towards predictive or performance maintenance, not only increases the reliability of
the plant, but also results in significant long-term cost savings.
For instance, the mineral process at Talvivaara mine is based on bioheapleaching, whereby
metals are leached from ore as a result of bacterial action. Bioleaching is a fairly new technology
used in recovering metals. Therefore, it is important for the DCS to collect and analyse data from
different stages of the mineral process. The data recovery is far from the only advantage of a millwide control system. At Talvivaara, the distances between different processes are long creating
challenges in the management of the plant. Talvivaara mine’s automation system (Metso DNA)
has over 30000 IO’s, centralized operating room with information management and integrated
machine condition monitoring. The modern automation system has been found crucial in harsh
environmental conditions, where the outside temperature can drop below minus 35 degrees
Celsius, ice and snow cause technical difficulties throughout the year, and distances between
equipment may grow up to 7.5 kilometres.

7.2.1 Benefits for the mine control and data collection
DCS (Figure 28) brings many advantages compared with a combination of series of PLCs
(Programmable Logic Controllers) and a SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)
system. The main reason for this is that from the very beginning it has been designed as a single
entity taking into account the need for the continuity of the processes, collection and storing of
data, and ease of control. That is why all components such as SCADA or historian data collection
are included. A very common situation is also that there is a need to expand the system without
knowing exactly what the end result will look like. One of the biggest advantages of a single
platform solution DCS is its scalability and customizable control schemes, where separate
systems can be integrated with ease. With standardized interfaces towards other industrial
systems any piece of information can be transmitted where it is actually useful and needed. In
addition, the remote access enables delocalized support by the equipment manufacturers.
While advanced control and expert systems are becoming more popular in enhancing the
performance of control systems and capitalizing on state-of-the-art equipment, measurement
technology in minerals processing has taken big leaps forward. Instead of time-consuming and
infrequent laboratory analyses, online analysers can measure multiple parameters almost
instantly. Parameters such as elemental composition, mineralogical composition, density, particle
size, pH and mineral texture can be evaluated directly from the material flows passing the
analysers. Online analysers are such a new addition to mining industry that their potential in
mineral process control has much to improve.
The large number of variables and the need for in-time decisions are vital for sufficient product
and quality control. Adding advanced process control schemes gives the possibility to optimize
the process parameters in real-time. The control of processes directly using the data from the
analysers can have many advantages: Less irregularity in the process, better quality of the end
product, faster reacting time, and better yield of the mineral. Leaving the daily control of different
processes to the control system and sensors would be a huge step for many of the currently
operating mines and the risks associated with the technology are still seen as quite high. This is
the challenge that the companies providing the technology must overcome and the only way of
doing it is by showing that the modernized mines provide better results and that the system can
be left running with little supervision.
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Figure 28. Architecture of a DCS system: Controls, graphical user interfaces and remote
connections can all be included without extra integration. The picture represents a Metso DNA
system.

When the huge amount of data accumulated by different systems (production planning, location
tracking, process control system, expert optimization system, maintenance scheduling etc.) can
be easily accessed, distributed and, visualized, is it possible to optimize the everyday actions
using a DCS. This allows personnel to be used in places where they are actually needed to keep
the plant and the equipment on-going. At the same time, the risks of human errors decrease and
personnel are removed from hazardous environments. Keeping the track of data can also have a
legal aspect since many mines are expected to keep track on their environmental impact.

7.2.2 Satellite communication helps to tackle personnel shortage and costs
One of the global trends of mining is that getting of skilful and motivated employees is getting
harder. At the same time it may be difficult to keep the current employees. This combination
influences also the way mines are able to utilize the experience and knowledge of their workers.
In the worst cases, changes in the personnel affect key performance indicators, like production.
Another challenge is that labour costs are rising. The way to tackle these challenges is obvious.
In order to keep the high performance level of the plant automating the day-to-day tasks is
necessary. In addition, creating automated monitoring and asset management can keep the
equipment running longer without the need for maintenance which in other industries, such as
process, pulp and paper, automation and asset management has been considered as a standard
operating procedure for a long time.
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Efficient communication networks can be a solution to keeping the working environment attractive
for the employees. Usually, mining communities are far from major urban areas and have only a
small town grown next to them. The mine sites might also be located in the mountain area in which
case travelling to the site takes time. To solve such problems, some mines like El Teniente in Chile
have started to move their control rooms away from the mine closer to the habitation approximately
70 kilometres away. The technology, however, allows much longer distances. That is also why
some mining companies are already creating centralized control rooms that manage more than
one mine, are closer to major cities, and can attract the suitable and skilful people more easily.
Also it is an alternative to flying in and out to the mine site that creates huge costs. An example of
such a project is Rio Tinto’s Mine of the Future project with its operating centre in Perth, 1500
kilometres away from the mines located in Pilbara area in North-West Australia. The centre and
its over 300 employees get the information from the mines through fibre and satellite links.
Telecommunications can save maintenance costs in a similar way. Maintenance of high
technology equipment requires in many cases the help from the manufacturer or a licensed service
company. Since mine networks can be connected to the internet, remote assistance should be
relatively easy. As communication networks are quite sophisticated, different kinds of
communication technologies can be utilized. Instead of a physical Ethernet connection, the
equipment can have GPRS or other wireless means to create a connection between the device
and the remote support person. Field devices that allow remote maintenance or monitoring and
saving of operation data are of course more expensive, but compared with ordinary field
equipment that malfunctions and requires the attention of a service person flying to the site, the
difference is quickly paid back.

7.3 Integrated Condition Monitoring in Mining Industry
One of the biggest single reasons that result in production losses are breakdowns of machinery
usually caused by normal wear, misuse, incorrect utilization rate etc. With condition monitoring of
mining equipment (Figure 29) and diagnostics it is possible to detect breakages before they cause
any damage or production losses. Machine malfunctions are also an issue for human safety: when
a large machine abruptly stops from operation it might send high-speed objects in the air or other
hazards. If there were disruptions in the operation, all events should be traced back to reveal the
causality of the defect and finding the initial starting point of the fault.

Figure 29. A vibration analysis embedded in a Metso DNA system. The circle shows irregular
behaviour, which helps in fault detection.
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Currently, a common way of collecting condition data is to have the maintenance crew to go to the
machine and upload the data with a hand-held device. When the number of data collection points
and distances grow as in Talvivaara, the amount of man hours spent by workers increases
accordingly. The technology allows the sensors with their controls to be attached to the main
control system. This enables the machine condition information to be displayed, for example, to
the operators of the mineral processing plant or distributed to the personalized computer screen
of anyone on the maintenance crew. Distribution of information becomes less bound to the actual
location of people as the operator room can locate almost anywhere and the maintenance crew
can communicate wirelessly while on the move.
By predicting faults and breakage of machinery, it is possible to adapt a predictive maintenance
philosophy that lowers the downtime of the plant that is illustrated in Figure 30. In addition, repairs
can be scheduled to be done during pre-scheduled maintenance breaks. Although repair costs
may be more than what they are when failures are repaired after unplanned failures, the total
savings are much more since the loss of production is brought to its minimum.

Figure 30. The formation of costs with different maintenance philosophies.

Condition-based maintenance (CBM), which is closely related to predictive maintenance, involves
monitoring machine condition and predicting machine failure (Jardine et al. 2006; Hägg 2010).
Statistical analysis is used in reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) to find critical process units
(Carpignano et al. 2010). Risk-based maintenance is discussed in (Arunraj & Maiti 2007).
Environment is increasingly important (Parida & Kumar 2009).

7.4 Automation may improve energy and environmental efficiency
Through the optimization of the plants control loops and strategies it is often possible to enhance
the efficiency of the plant. This affects the amount of energy that is used to produce the
concentrate. By tuning the crusher circuit for example, it is possible to ensure that optimal sized
material is fed to the mills, which in return can save energy where it is the most consumed. As
energy is consumed less the environmental footprint of the mineral is reduced.
Water handling is another area of minerals processing where minimal environmental impact can
be ensured with the correct measurements of process waters and introducing ways to promote
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closed water circulation. It is also important that the results of the water measurements and plant
water output data are stored and reported systematically validating the environmental impact of
the plant. If any deviations occur, the cause of the deviation can be easily traced using all the
stored historian data of the automation system.

7.5 A vision
The future mine will look abandoned. As automation reaches the mines, fewer personnel are
needed for daily tasks. Instead, personnel that are more skilled are required to operate and monitor
the performance of the mine remotely. Problems that might affect the process can be foreseen in
advance and actions on site take place before production suffers. Maintenance personnel are
always going to be needed close by the mine but not necessary on site any more. Does this sound
utopian? The technology may already be there, but the will to apply fully still needs time. This is
understandable since the technology is still not mature enough, investment costs are high, and
current methods are still considered as best practice. Still, the challenges, especially in remote
locations, are making mining demanding. The lack of skilled employees, tightening environmental
and personal safety legislation, and the price of energy and water are forcing the industry to make
the most out of the technology but also to see the possibilities it may offer.
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8

RISK MANAGEMENT, DECISION SUPPORT, AND FAULT
DIAGNOSTICS

8.1 Risk management and analysis
Before a mine is liable to operate and extract valuables from the ground, an extensive mapping of
risks for human safety, environment, and equipment has to be made. There are numerous tools
developed especially for risk assessment, such as FMEA/ FMECA, HAZOP, WRAC, SLAMs, JSA,
JHA, Take 5 and Bow Tie, to name a few. These methods are based solely on consequence and
occurrence matrices and have been widely used in every field of industry. The real challenge is to
make the complex matrices accessible for outsiders, as they easily become extremely complicated
to read. (Jim Knowles Group 2010)

8.1.1 Popular methods for risk analysis
Hazard and operability study (HAZOP) is an examination of planned and existing process or
operation in order to identify problems that may possess a significant risk to personnel or
equipment or prevent operation. HAZOP has conventionally been used in chemical engineer, such
as gas & oil industry, but later on it has been extended to withhold complex plants like nuclear
reactor controlling and to use software to record deviation and occurrence. HAZOP is a qualitative
technique based on guide-words and multi-disciplinary team. (Jim Knowles Group 2010)
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) is one of the first systematic techniques for risk analysis.
It is also the most frequently used risk assessment method in evaluating the risks of mining. In
FMEA, each mode of failure by the component is assessed for its severity, occurrence, and
detection. (Jim Knowles Group 2010)
Workplace Risk Assessment and Control (WRAC) has been the most popular
probability/consequence risk matrix method of identifying and prioritising in the mining industry of
Australia for the past 20 years. According to studies, WRAC has been fairly successful in
decreasing accidents in Australian mine industry. (Jim Knowles Group 2010)

8.1.2 Risk analysis software
One of the key factors of maintaining an environmental efficient mine operation is proper mine
water management. Drainage, treatment, and waste waters may contain high levels of harmful
substances that require treatment before they may be released to the environment. Also rains
must be taken into account while predicting the development of water levels in the mine area and
underground sources. A potential overflow of water possesses a significant environmental risk
that has been proven in the recent Talvivaara case. Leakages are difficult to predict, but
wastewaters may be effectively monitored by the real-time sensors and effective usage of water
treatment plants in water management is essential in maintaining tolerable risk levels. There are
multiple software providers that use Monte Carlo simulation (random number generator) in the risk
analysis of uncertain systems. Two of the most frequently used applications in engineering are
GoldSim and @RISK, which are shortly introduced below.
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GoldSim – Environmental Systems Modelling and Risk Assessment tool (Goldsim)
GoldSim is software developed to support decision and risk analysis using Monte Carlo simulation
predicting future performance while quantitatively presenting risks and uncertainty. The software
is widely in use in business, engineering, and science applications. In engineering, GoldSim has
been used in the risk analysis, reliability, and failure analysis of mines, power plants, space crafts,
computer networks, and defence systems. (Goldsim)
GoldSim also has an environmental systems modelling suite, which finds frequent use in mine
water and wastewater management, human health risk assessment, and ecological modelling. An
example of ecological model is presented in Figure 31 illustrating a model used to forecast the
impact of different water projects on salmon population in the state of California, USA. (Goldsim)

Figure 31. GoldSim salmon life-cycle model. (Goldsim)

@Risk – Risk Analysis Software (Palisade)
@Risk is risk analysis software that uses collected spreadsheet data (Figure 32) to calculate the
possible outcomes and likelihood of each outcome using Monte Carlo simulation. It can be used
to replace uncertain cell values in spreadsheet with selected probability distribution functions to
simulate numerous possible scenarios. (Palisade)
@Risk can be used in various different areas like in Six Sigma quality analysis or in project
management to predict risks in cost estimation and project scheduling. It also has a tool for risk
management strategies which helps in the resource allocation, optimal asset allocation,
scheduling, and more. (Palisade)
@Risk is widely used in several areas of industry like finance, security, energy, manufacturing,
medical, environment, defence, and aerospace. Environmental uses have been in the
preservation of endangered species and pollution clean-up and projections. Industrial uses have
been in analysing quality, product or product life cycle, and production siting or shutdown.
(Palisade)
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Figure 32. @Risk analysis tool as an excel add-in. (Palisade)

8.2 Decision support
Decision support uses both data and models to aid decision makers to solve problems and make
decisions. It includes data analyses, preference modelling, simulation, visualisation, interactive
techniques, and tools such as decision support systems, multiple criteria modelling, group decision
support and meditation systems, expert systems and databases and data warehouses. (Jordan &
Abdaal 2013)
Jordan and Abdaal (2013) presented a group of decision support tools for solving environmental
problems in the mining complex. These tools were selected by using two preconditions:
environmental decisions can be directly based on their results and they address the problem in its
integrated complexity. Methods meeting these conditions were landscape ecology (LsE), industrial
ecology (IE), landscape geochemistry (LG), geo-environmental models (GEMs), environmental
impact assessment (EIA), environmental risk assessment (RA), material flow analysis (MFA), and
life cycle assessment (LCA). The combination of several methods should be used because one
system cannot address all of the environmental problems in mining. All of these methods aim to
link the socio-economic and natural sciences in environmental decision support. (Jordan & Abdaal
2013)

8.2.1 Decision Support Systems (DSS)
The DecisionTools Suite is a software suite with the integrated set of programs for analysing risks
and uncertainty in a wide variety of industries. It can be used to perform single quantitative
analyses with individual programs or by combining several analyses for more complete results.
(Palisade)
The Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) Statistical Assessment Tool (SAT) Decision Support
System (DSS) is a tool for studying the effects of industrial or other effluents on fish and benthic
populations. EEM-SAT Expert System links test datasets with reference datasets and determines
the magnitude of each endpoint effect. It was developed for the federal environmental effects
monitoring program of Canada for the pulp and paper and mining industries. (Booty et. al. 2008)
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The E2 (WaterCAST from 2008) is software for modelling catchment water scenarios. The river
system is modelled with node-link structure and catchment is represented by sub-catchments
containing functional units. The sub-catchment delivers flow and constituents to a node. The E2
software has been included in the Catchment Modelling Toolkit (Now called eWater Toolkit
(eWater)) since 2005. It has been used to construct over 20 specific DSS across water quality and
environmental management domains that include bushfire impacts, land use planning, climate
change, adoption of the best management practices, and peri-urban development. (Argent et. al.
2008)

8.2.2 Decision making tools
Scientific investigations should be used as an aid in risk-based decisions concerning
environmental protection and restoration. On the other hand, the public perceptions and socioeconomic considerations can effect greatly on decision making regardless of scientific proof.
(Younger et. al. 2004)
Typical economic cost-benefit analyses are not suitable for analysing broad mining complexes.
Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) methodologies allow the accounting of environmental
costs in company decision making in addition to technical aspects, costs, social aspects, and the
company image before the society. Freitas and Magrini (2012) presented a MCDM model for
including environmental aspects in decision making and its use in their article “Multi-criteria
decision making to support sustainable water management in a mining complex in Brazil”. The
model included the image criterion as a part of the social aspect for its importance in decisions
related to water management. (Freitas & Magrini 2012)
Complex MCDM systems can have the large sets of data which is difficult to process. Classification
algorithms can be used to identify the most effective variables from this data. Preprocessing the
data with data mining tools can be useful for speeding up the calculation by reducing and
organizing the variables. (Mosavi 2010)
The optimal way of solving environmental decisions may lie in using a tool which includes both
numerical computations for detailed engineering and intelligent systems for the logical analysis
and reasoning tasks. Environmental Decision Support Systems (EDSS) can link quantitave
models with the qualitative approach. (Turon et. al. 2006)

8.3 Fault Diagnostics and Soft Sensors
Faults can arise from many causes; for example, errors made in design or assembly, wrong
operation, lack of maintenance, corrosion, aging, wear during normal operational conditions, or
external agents, like noise, disturbance, human errors, etc. Fault detection is usually seen as a
part of the supervisory level (explained in Chapter 7.2 addressing automation) in mill-wide control
systems. In the early days of distributed control systems, the fault detection was mostly based on
certain limits of numbers, but today, fault detection and diagnostics is performed by means of the
advanced techniques of mathematical modelling, numerical analysis, and signal processing
identification methods. These intelligent computational methods provide the high-level decision
support system for scheduled, preventive, and predictive maintenance. (Fortuna et. al. 2007;
Lahdelma & Juuso 2011a)
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8.3.1 Condition and stress indices
Dimensionless indices are derived from the known characteristics of mechanic faults that can be
used to predict the failure of equipment. The condition indices detect differences between normal
and faulty conditions and provide sufficient information on the severity of faults. Indices can be
used, for example, as a stress index for studying the severity of the load (Juuso & Ruusunen
2013). Several measurements can be combined to form a single condition index in order to acquire
more information for fault detection. Continuous and periodic condition monitoring measurement
data can be scaled to linguistic levels and used in the forming of condition and stress indices after
signal processing and feature extraction (Figure 33). The automation system can handle condition
and stress indices as normal process measurements. Building of the intelligent trend index with
linguistic equation (LE) and the use of trend indices is shown in (Juuso 2011a; 2013). Signal
processing and feature extraction is based on real order derivation and generalised norms
(Lahdelma & Juuso 2011a). Nonlinear scaling is based on generalised norms and moments
(Juuso & Lahdelma 2010; Juuso 2013)
Fatigue and the lifetime for specific materials can be evaluated with Wöhler curve or S-N curve
generated from material tests. The curve, which presents the magnitude of a cyclic stress (S)
against the logarithmic scale of cycles to failure (N), is transformed to a linear model by using
nonlinear scaling for the stress. The fatigue risk is calculated by summarizing the contributions of
the individual cycles. (Juuso & Ruusunen 2013)

Figure 33. Nonlinear scaling in development of soft sensors (Juuso 2013).

8.3.2 Soft sensors in Fault Detection
Different kinds of faults can occur in a system. Like systems, faults can also be mathematically
modelled (Figure 34). Modelling faults can be useful in developing effective fault diagnostic tools,
especially when they are based on the mathematical model of the system. Once the model of the
fault-free system has been developed, determining models for the most common faults can lead
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to the development of mathematical models for the faulty system. This is done by studying the
effects of the mathematically modelled faults on the system model equations. (Fortuna et. al. 2007)
The soft sensors are derived from the pre-determined indices of fault symptoms, which are usually
abnormal deviations from pre-known physical measures of quantity, velocity, or temperature, for
instance. The fault symptoms can be recognized from the abrupt, drifting, or intermittent changes
of process variables. Soft sensors can also work parallel with hardware sensors as fault diagnostic
tools enabling the realization of more reliable process control. Process control and intelligent
condition monitoring is illustrated in Figure 35. (Fortuna et. al. 2007)

Figure 34. Conceptual scheme for model-based fault detection introduced by Frank in 1990. (Frank
1990)

Sensor validation is a particular kind of fault detection, where the monitored system is seen as a
single or a set of sensors. At the most basic level, the aim of sensor validation is to provide the
users of the measurement system with an evaluation about the reliability of measurement. The
sensor validation system may provide an estimate for the measurement, whereas the actual
sensor is out of order. This way, the soft sensors can be paralleled with actual sensors, and faults
can be detected by comparison between the outputs of actual and soft sensors. Secondly, the soft
sensors can be used as a back-up device once a fault has been detected. (Fortuna et. al. 2007)
To detect machinery faults at early stage, the advanced signal processing methods are needed
and the using of higher derivatives can increase the sensitivity of fault detection. Signal processing
and the using of higher derivatives are addressed in (Lahdelma & Juuso 2011a). Few applications
with the functionality of higher derivatives are presented in (Lahdelma & Juuso 2011b). The real
measurement values can be scaled using nonlinear scaling to form a practical basis for modelling
nonlinear multivariable systems with linear methodologies (Figure 33). The scaled values show
the measurement levels in an understandable way.
Continuous condition monitoring (CM) provides informative indirect measurements: stress indices
are aimed for stabilising control; condition indices are useful in optimising and coordinating control
(Figure 35). Continuous and periodic CM measurements are used together with process
measurements and laboratory analysis in diagnostics and prognostics. (Juuso 2005; Lahdelma &
Juuso 2011a; Juuso 2013)
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Figure 35. Integrated control and condition-based maintenance (Juuso 2013).

The costs of transferring and storing the measurement data can be lowered by data compression.
The piecewise linear regression can be used for the data compression. When using intelligent
sensors, the amount of measurement data can be very large and it can be reduced by using a
combined analogue and digital data processing technique. (Lahdelma & Juuso 2011b). Nonlinear
scaling is used for condition monitoring measurements (Juuso & Lahdelma 2013) and process
measurements (Juuso 2013). The scaling functions can be updated recursively (Juuso 2011b).
Slow changes can be detected with trend analysis (Juuso 2011a) and used in prognostics (Juuso
& Lahdelma 2011). The nonlinear scaling approach is also suitable for performance monitoring
(Juuso & Lahdelma 2013).

Applications
For instance, PCA- and PLS models have been used in power plants in dearomitization process,
fuzzy models to realize the piecewise linear time-varying model for inferring the melt index for of
a polyethylene plant. Another relevant technique is called independent component analysis (ICA)
that was used to validate and process data for a biological waste treatment plant. (Fortuna et. al.
2007)

8.3.3 Fuzzy logic soft sensors
The timely maintenance of mine equipment, e.g. crushers, pumps, and breakers, is vital to prevent
interruptions in production. Breakage of machinery may lead to severe economic losses, but often,
the actual reasons behind the failure of equipment are not well-known and are therefore difficult
to model with mathematical equations. A quick review on the usage of fuzzy sets, neural networks,
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and hybrid AI techniques in the fault diagnostics of rotating machinery can be found in (Yang et.
al. 2002).

Figure 36. Schematic diagram of intelligent fault diagnostics. (Yang et. al. 2002)

The vast majority of fault diagnostics systems developed in recent years are concentrating on
mine safety. Fuzzy expert systems have a proven advantage in proximate uncertainty problems
and are also commonly used as a base of early fault detection. The intelligent fault diagnostics is
illustrated in Figure 36.

Fault diagnostic tool of water drainage pumps
The main function of the mine drainage system is to draw water out of the underground mine. If
the real-time operational state data of pump equipment cannot be monitored and processed, a
drainage system failure might occur causing a production stoppage. Operational state monitoring
of centrifugal waste water pumps and fuzzy fault diagnostics using the fuzzy synthetic evaluation
method is introduced in (Xiaojuan 2010).

Figure 37. The main functions of the developed fault diagnostics software tool. (Xiaojuan 2010)

The causes of faults in centrifugal pumps are very difficult to model with mathematical equations,
therefore fuzzy logic-based fault diagnostics methods were used due to their embedded linguistic
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operations and proximate reasoning capabilities. In Figure 37, the state parameters are vibration,
pH, the temperature of the pump motor, and water level. When abnormal behaviour occurs, such
as pump failure, back flow or cavitation, the monitoring program sends an alarm signal and starts
processing accordingly. During the experimental phase of study it was concluded that the faults
of a centrifugal pump were directly related to the vibration of the rotor. Altogether, nine causes of
water pump faults were modelled:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Rotor imbalance
Shaft centreline misalignment
Oil whip
Cavitation and other hydraulic vibrations
Dynamic and static rubbing
Bearing damage or poor lubrication
Loose foundation and pump body
Asymmetry of rotor and pump body
Motor failure

The tool developed in the study allowed operators to analyse fault symptoms quantitatively making
the timing of pump maintenance more accurate realizing reliability and lowering maintenance
costs. (Xiaojuan 2010)

8.4 Risk Management
Monitoring, control and diagnostics provide real-time information for risk management (Figure 38).
Several data sources are combined with modelling to provide informative indirect measurements
for process control and decision making. Similar feature extraction and modelling approaches can
be used for process measurements and open data (Figure 33). Signal processing is needed for
condition monitoring measurements. Environmental measurements are essential parts of the
performance analysis, which provides a basis for the risk identification in the vast mining area
(Figure 4). Performance and identified risks should be used to adapt the process control. Modelling
provides tools for learning from new situations. Numerous methodologies are available for
diagnostics and prognostics (Figure 35).
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Figure 38. Risk management based on monitoring, control and diagnostics.

The risk management presented in Figure 38 can be understood as an overall framework for
introducing increasingly integrated automation solutions for mining industry. In risk analysis and
high-level control, domain expertise is needed to react on effects which are not measured. Human
intervention is also important in adaptation and decision making. The first version is an advisory
system, which generates informative indicators and symptoms of risks for experts. Learning is
essential in the development, where sufficiently robust solutions are gradually implemented in the
automation systems. Progress of the measurement technology is utilised through intelligent
analysers and environmental measurements.
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SUMMARY

Availability of open data sources, technologies, and modelling are all playing an important role in
future’s mine operations. Also, the ratio of minerals to waste rock is getting significantly larger
generating greater amounts of tailings. In order to separate the waste rock from the valuable
minerals, currently available feasible methods require tremendous amounts of processing water
and in parallel, more wastewaters is created that has to be treated. Larger amounts of wastewaters
need larger storage ponds that can store up to billions of cubic metres of processing waters, which
increases the risk for environmental hazards.
According to the survey made on wastewater measurements, there is a demand for online
monitoring equipment that could measure trace heavy metals in the water matrix that may
potentially be very harmful for the environment. However, the challenge in employing these
technologies is that the analysing equipment is often heavy and expensive. On the other hand,
there are a couple of promising novel technologies under development that are not only lighter,
but also less expensive.
It was stated in numerous occasions that usage of early warning sensors placed in strategic
locations around the mining area could help to detect leakages, which could potentially help in
making the preventative actions in order to limit the effect area. It was also concluded that lot of
the processes are designed in such way that the selectivity of heavy metals is maximized leaving
as little hazardous compounds in the wastewaters as possible so there is a valid reason to monitor
the amount of compounds in the processes where the problems could be easier to control. In
process water cycles, the concentrations are also larger and the detection limits are higher.
The new laser and hyperspectral scanners provide an alternative way for the remote sensing of
minerals, compounds, land formations, and even waterways. These sources of information are
just under the research and most of them have not yet been fully commercialized. Unarguably,
these technologies are one of the hottest topics of research in the field of environmental
engineering and terrestrial scanning in the 21st century and only the future can reveal their full
potential.
There are still some difficulties to overcome in environmental monitoring, for instance, a device
that is supposedly placed in the field has to endure harsh environmental conditions, such as wind,
cold and dirt, but either should not require too much maintenance. The equipment should be able
to measure very small concentrations and on top of all, according to market surveys done with the
mining companies, it should not cost more than 10 000 euro. These requirements limit the list of
available technologies to a few. If the equipment would be able to monitor the process and help
to operate the process more efficiently, the price would go up in dozens compared with that
amount.
With the information obtained during the studies, it became apparent that environmental
information should be used in conjunction with online process data, which may also predict harmful
discharges, so that necessary precautions can be put on action in time to limit the area of effect.
The monitoring tool should provide all the necessary information in order to maximize the
production while still minimizing long-term environmental damages and risks to human safety. In
order to do so, new online monitoring technologies and early warning systems for waters, soil, and
air are required to get on-time information about the state of the environment and processes.
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Appendix 1.

List of minerals detectable by hyper spectral sensors by SPECIM.

Appendix 2.

Geological data sets available online for free.

Description
Published map products
Surficial geology (OneGeology Europe)

Type
Scale/Size
ecw image, tiff
data set

Apparent resistivity, whole Finland

ecw image

Ground geophysical surveys index, whole Finland

map layer

Deep drill hole index, whole Finland

map layer

Outcrop and boulder observation index, whole Finland

map layer

General peatland mapping information, whole Finland

map layer

Component

1:1 000 000

Mineral data
1:20 000
1:50 000

Fingold-database

data set

gold

Finnickel-database

data set

nickel

FinPGE-database

data set

platinum

Finzinc-database

data set

zinc

Fincopper-database

data set

copper

Radiometric low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

total gamma radiation

Radiometric low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

Potassium

Radiometric low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

Thorium

Radiometric low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

Uranium

Radiometric data

Aerial data
Aeromagnetic high altitude map

data set

Aeromagnetic low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

Electromagnetic low altitude map,whole Finland

ecw image

quadrature component

Electromagnetic low altitude map, whole Finland

ecw image

in-phase component

Bedrock data
Published age determinations of Finnish bedrock

map layer

Outcrop and boulder observation index, whole Finland

map layer

Digital bedrock maps

map sheet

1:100 000

data set

1:1 000 000

pdf image

1:5 000 000

data set

1:1 000 000

map sheet

1:20 000
1:50 000

Digital bedrock map of Finland
Finnish bedrock
Deposit data
Ore deposits, whole Finland, not updated
Quaternary deposits of Finland
Digital maps of Quaternary deposits
Geological resources
General peatland mapping information

map layer

Deep drill hole index, whole Finland

map layer

Loppi drill core archive index, whole Finland

map layer

Ore deposits, whole Finland

map layer

Geochemistry
Geochemistry of Nordkalott project, Finnish section

Data set

Geochemical atlas of Finland, whole Finland

Data set

Rock geochemical database of Finland, whole Finland

Data set

Geophysics and -chemistry
Geochemical atlas of Finland

data set

Rock geochemical database of Finland

data set

Magnetic high altitude survey data, whole Finland

data set

1kmx1km

